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Abstract: after a brief introduction to the project environment and objectives, the potential
market application is explained, especially highlighting the worldwide and European demand
in transportation of goods via containers. The focus is put on cuboid goods and sack-shaped
goods, which represent the most of the transported goods. After this overview, the reasons of
the challenge in designing and developing an autonomous system for unloading containers
are explored through the analysis of the complexity of real unloading scenarios. RobLog has
a specific and novel approach for facing such challenges, which is reported in section 3.2.
Then the specifications of the two demonstrators to be designed in RobLog are given, and
the synergies and common components between the two demonstrators are highlighted.
Follows the explanation of the results evaluation process: first parameters for the evaluation
are given and then the process for evaluating results and performing corrective actions is
explained.
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1 Introduction
Complexity of scenarios in the process of unloading represents one of the main reasons for
the application of cognitive robotics in the field of logistics. The development of a system
capable of unloading all kinds of items from containers would have a huge impact on the
service logistic process of unloading.
All definitions commonly agree that logistics is the planning and implementation of material
flow and information flow within a supply chain. In logistics the particular branch of “service
logistics includes the complete planning, controlling, realization and testing of all institution
internal and overlapping flow of goods and personnel” [1]. Among the tasks of service logistics,
the automation of unloading is the most challenging due to the undefined position and
orientation of goods in carriers, especially considering the weights, dimensions and when
surfaces are difficult to be handled [2].
Some single purpose solutions with a low level of cognition, aimed to perform the process of
unloading autonomously, already exist as a market ready product. These systems are the
result of the synthesis of progress in adjacent fields of research such as sensing, perception,
grasping and planning. It is the case of the Parcel Robot, an autonomous system developed to
unload parcels from containers [3]. The highest cognitive feature of this system is the decision
about which parcel is easiest to grasp for each step of the unload procedure, in order to have
an efficient and collision free trajectory for every movement of the kinematic chain of the robot.
This feature stays however within the borders of the definition of an autonomous robot system.
This is indeed a robot able to perform tasks in an unstructured environment; sensory inputs
and actuators output allow such system to sense and modify the environment without
continuous human guidance. This property, although also necessary for a cognitive system, is
not distinctive of it. Three more properties, coming from cognition in humans, have to be
fulfilled by a system in order to be cognitive:




learn from past experiences
have long-term and short-term memory
be able to modify and/or suppress reacting behaviours in order to reach future goals
[4].

The development of a system with such characteristics would enable the automatic unloading
of goods which were previously manually unloaded. Efficiency is indeed guaranteed by the
planner of the machine, which develops a plan for the sequence of items to be unloaded,
aiming to the reduction of the cycle time for the whole unloading process. Such an algorithm
has to also take into account the collision avoidance; therefore all the trajectories of the
kinematic chain of the planned unloading sequences have to be verified before being
executed. As this process of calculation and verification is not instantaneous, the algorithm
has to be as simple and efficient as possible in order to reduce the idle time of the system.
As said, recently results coming from the progress in different fields of research have been
synthesized and developed aiming towards industrial applications. In the state of the art of
cognitive robotics there is however no branch yet which takes into consideration and develops

specific challenges due to the application of cognition to logistics. In order to apply the state of
the art it is first necessary that a simplification of the real scenarios is taken into consideration;
then basic research methods have to be developed to tackle specific challenges that are due
to the application in the logistic field [5].
RobLog (Cognitive Robot for Automation of Logistics Processes), is aimed to broaden the
research scope in the field of cognitive robotics in the automation of logistics, addressing the
problem of unloading of containers. Demonstration activities will be developed in order to fulfil
two major goals. (1) First of all the unloading of goods in an industrial scenario has to be
reached. Therefore an industrial demonstrator, a cognitive autonomous system for the
unloading of industrial goods, namely coffee bags and other sack-shaped goods, has to be
developed and delivered at the end of the project. (2) Second, results arose from the research
within RobLog have to be synthesized and concretized in a second cognitive autonomous
system demonstrator, called advanced demonstrators, which will be able to unload a wider
range of items.
In this document, after a brief introduction to the project environment and objectives, the
potential market application is explained (chapter 22.1): such section highlights the worldwide
and European demand in transportation of goods via containers, with a specific focus on
cuboid goods and sack-shaped goods, which represent the most of the transported goods.
After this overview, chapter 3 explains first the reasons of the challenge in designing and
developing an autonomous system for unloading containers (section 3.1); then the RobLog
approach for facing the challenge is reported (section 3.2). In chapter 4 and 5 the
specifications of the two demonstrators to be designed in RobLog are given, while chapter 6
highlights the synergies and common components between the two demonstrators. Chapter 0
is entirely dedicated to the evaluation: first parameters for the evaluation are given and then
the process for evaluating result and performing corrective actions is explained. Appendix I:
hardware components) is a glossary for the hardware mentioned along the whole document.
Appendix II: milestone-wise sub-tasks tables) reports all milestone-wise sub-task tables,
whose meaning and importance is explained in section 7.3.3.

1.1 Project Environment
RobLog is an IP funded EU project within the scheme „Cognitive Systems and Robotics“.
RobLog has the call identifier FP7-ICT-2009-6 under the grant agreement number FP7270350. Seven partners from different European countries are taking part in the project. The
coordinator is Reutlingen University (HSRT). All participants are summarized in the following
table.
Participant
No.
1*
2
3
4
5
6

Participant Organization name
Reutlingen University ( Coordinator)
University of Örebro
Bremer Institut für Produktion und Logistik
Jacobs University Bremen GmbH
University of Pisa
Qubiqa A/S

Part. Short
Name
HSRT
ORU
BIBA
JACOBS
UNIPI
QUBIQA

Country
Germany
Sweden
Germany
Germany
Italy
Denmark
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Berthold Vollers GmbH

VOLLERS

Germany

Table 1: Project Partners

1.2 Project Objectives
RobLog has the general, high-level goal of developing an autonomous Robot for
unconstrained unloading operations and to serve as a prototypical example for the potential of
cognitive automation in logistics and other industrial sectors. This general vision of RobLog is
linked to the following specific objectives. The overall objective is stated first followed by
objectives being related to the research oriented work packages; then a brief explanation is
given. A detailed overview of the objectives is included in the Description of Work as Annex I
of the Grant Agreement.
1) Cognitive Robot for unloading goods from Containers
Two demonstrators have to be realized. One for scientific aspects that highlights the
long-term application potential: this demonstrator has to be able to unload various,
previously unknown items in advanced scenarios. The other demonstrator has to be
able to unload deformable and heavy objects in an industrial and real end-user setting,
namely coffee sacks or other sack-shaped goods.
2) Advancements in Industrial Grasping and Manipulation


O1.1 Abstract representation of grippers and parts.



O1.2 Development of a versatile gripper.



O1.3 Reflex-based grasping.

As a set of different parts has to be handled, a versatile gripping system has to be developed.
Flexibility has to be guaranteed by architecture, physical principle and grasping strategy of the
gripper. The gripping process has to be safe both for the goods and for the robot.
3) Perception of Physical Properties as Basis for Sensor-Motor-Skills and Cognitive
Capabilities


O2.1: Sensor processing and fusion to get fast, high-resolution range data and the
related uncertainties.



O2.2: Physical properties derived from touch affordance.



O2.3: Representation by compact surface models.



O2.4: Object detection and recognition using surface models.

1. Integration among sensors: several types of sensor are used; each one differs in resolution,
uncertainty, noises and structural errors. Data from the sensors have to be processed in
order to merge them all with the minimum uncertainty and errors and with the best
resolution.

2. Creating a database with geometrical and physical information: for a safe and fast grasping
some simple test can be conducted in order to find some geometrical and physical
characteristics, such as weight, flexibility position of the centre of mass and stiffness of the
good. This information will be put in a database that will be kept up to date as long as new
goods or new cases will appear. It is also possible to pre-manipulate the good, i.e. letting it
vibrate or oscillate, in order to find the same geometrical and physical characteristics.
3. Representation of each object in the scenario by compact surface models, in contrast with
raw point clouds or fine-grain tri-meshes.
4. Once the surface model has been created, it will be linked with the geometrical and
physical information through the above mentioned database. An object recognition system
based on surface models will recognize the object creating a fast link with the database
containing the information for grasping.
In point 2, 3 and 4 deformable goods play a critical role, as they are variable in shape, stiffness
and position of the centre of mass.
4) Modelling and Planning including Anticipation


O3.1: Learning of object classes and maintenance of semantic object information



O3.2: Generation and maintenance of a dynamic, semantic 3D model supporting
anticipation.



O3.3: Hybrid planning.



O3.4:Real-time Universal kinematics and collision avoidance.

1. An object-database must be developed with data coming from surface-based techniques
and the object recognition has to be efficient and effective also in presence of occlusion,
dust, and dirt or damaged surfaces. There has to be the possibility of visualizing the created
model in order to allow the interaction with an operator. Then the possibility to handle
unknown and previously unseen items will be investigated.
2. Objective for cognitive aspects that can be divided in sub-objectives:
a. Information about geometry and physical behaviour of goods has to be integrated in a
data structure (the above mentioned data-base) in a dynamic manner, without a priori
information. Therefore a method that supports this process of dynamic learning has to
be developed.
b. Object recognition system has to be able to detect disappearance and appearance of
items due to removed or arose occlusion caused for example by deformable objects or
by the fall of objects.
c. Future position of objects has to be predicted on the basis of all physical and
geometrical information already existing in the database. Then also the consequences
of planned actions have to be foreseen (i.e. grasping one good or the other could
trigger different behaviours of the remaining goods).
3. Development of an automatic planner using actions models specified both in terms of subsymbolic and symbolic constrains, so that can be defined “hybrid”. A physics simulator and

a geometrical model of the workspace will constitute the sub-symbolic component. Then
those action models can be improved so that future plans will be less prone to failure.
4. Software for computing inverse kinematics with a real time approach has to be developed.
Efficient collision avoidance is also necessary and existing algorithms are not appropriate,
as they cannot support a real-time approach.

2 Application of the System based on Market Analysis
The transfer of research results to market-ready products is often a costly and time-consuming
process. In order to generate successful products, researchers must cooperate with industrial
companies; both the industrial and academic partners need to have a detailed understanding
of the requirements of all parties concerned. On the one hand academic researchers need to
identify the performance indicators for technical systems within a business environment and
be able to apply them; on the other hand the goal of realizing a market-ready product can only
be reached through its deployment into sub-goal that can be achieved only through basic
research. The variety of partners taking part to the RobLog project gives it the resources to
manage the balance between basic research and industrial-oriented view. The following
section is dedicated to highlighting the needs of the market in the logistic systems field, as well
as to identifying the gap that is interesting to be filled from the industrial customer point of
view.

2.1 Potential market application
In service logistics today, nearly all standardized mass goods are unloaded manually with one
reason for this being the undefined position and orientation of the goods in the carrier. A study
regarding the qualitative and quantitative properties of goods that are transported in containers
shows that there is a huge economic relevance for autonomous systems. In 2008, more than
8,4 billion Twenty-foot equivalent units (TEU) were imported and unloaded manually at
European ports, corresponding to more than 331,000 billion single goods items. Besides the
economic relevance, the opinion of market participants is an important factor for the success
of new systems on the market. The main outcomes of a study regarding the challenges,
opportunities and barriers in robotic-logistics, allow for the estimation of the economic
efficiency of performance indicators, performance flexibility and soft factors. The economic
efficiency of the performance parameters is applied to the parcel robot – a cognitive system to
unload parcels autonomously from containers. In the following article, the results of the study
are presented and the resultant conclusions discussed.
Many different definitions exist for logistics with respect to the angle of view [6,7]. All
definitions commonly agree that logistics is the planning and implementing of material flow and
information flow within a supply chain. This analysis sets a focus on service logistics. “Service
logistics includes the complete planning, controlling, realization and testing of all institution
internal and overlapping flow of goods and personnel” [8]. Typical tasks for the material flow
within service logistics are palletizing/de-palletizing, commissioning and loading/unloading of
carriers. Among these tasks the automation of unloading is the most challenging due to the
undefined position and orientation of the goods in the carrier.
Typically, goods in containers can be classified by their packaging. They are either transported
on pallets, have random packaging, or have standardized packaging. Today, forklifts usually
unload palletized goods, further automation cannot promise more economic efficiency. Goods
with random packaging may have different dimensions (up to the size of the container) and
different weights (up to the maximum payload of containers) so that automation may not be
economically efficient because individual solutions would be necessary. On the contrary,

goods with standardized packaging are often consumable goods; their packaging is within a
certain bandwidth regarding both their dimension and weight, making automation a good
prospect [9]. A study has been conducted to validate these assumptions about the qualitative
and quantitative properties of transported goods [10]. The core statements concerning the
trends in the container market are communicated in the following section.
The world economy goes hand in hand with world trade and builds the foundation of container
traffic. There is a positive relationship between the three factors, since an increase in the
world’s economy of 3 % leads to a 6 % increase in world trade and a 9 % increase in container
traffic [11]. The growing needs in container shipping caused by an increase in the volumes
handled worldwide are justified, considering the recent positive development of the world’s
economy after the global financial crisis in 2009.
The container traffic is mostly handled within three major trade routes: the Transatlantic route
between North America and Europe, the Transpacific route between North America and Asia
and the Europe-Far East route between Europe and Asia. These are the major routes within
the container market, since they connect the countries of the triad with 85% of the worldwide
container traffic occurring within these routes, as shown in the figure 1 [12].

Figure 1: Trade routes [12]

In order to gain new information about the recent developments in the container market, a
study was made among the market leading shipping companies. The study was conducted on
European container traffic with its focus on the contents of containers arriving in European
ports and the process of unloading of containers. The main ports within Europe are in
Nordrange namely Antwerp, Bremerhaven, Hamburg, Amsterdam and Rotterdam, whereas
the study includes the European ports shown in figure 2.

Bremerhaven
Hamburg
Tilbury
Bremen
Amsterdam
Thamesport Rotterdam
Southhampton

Zeebrügge Antwerpen
Le Havre

Fos-sur-Mer
Barcelona

Gioia Tauro

Figure 2: European Ports

The target of the study was the receiving of internal data concerning the contents of
containers, which includes the different types and quantities of goods transported within
containers to European ports. The survey was conducted through the use of interviews
conducted by telephone and e-mail. All data from the three shipping companies was then
analysed. These companies are within the first ten shipping companies in the world ranking.
Apart from the internal political decisions of the interviewed companies, other companies were
unable to participate in this study due to the technical limitations of their systems. As a result,
more than 13 % of total European imports could be analysed in detail.
The method used to generate the qualitative and quantitative statements was based on the
information regarding the various kinds and quantities of enterprises. Based on this
information, the next analysis step took different types of packaging and geometrical forms into
account. Beginning with the available literature and interviews with experts, as well as
personal experiences and assumptions, the piece goods were given weights and volumes.
The quantitative statements arise from the total amount of goods and the previous qualitative
analysis. The following transport packaging is mainly used for the transport of goods in
containers and load carriers:









barrels, cylinders, canisters
euro palettes
boxes, cartons
heavy-load carriers, low-load carriers
sacks, bags
large bags
sheds
rolls, coils

A thorough examination of the aforementioned transport packaging, regarding its relevance for
the process of automatic unloading, shows that only sacks and bags, cartons and tires can be
considered for this purpose. These correspond to the cuboid, cylindrical and free geometrical
forms. After analysing the imported goods, about 63.8 % of the goods in question, those that
have been imported in containers, can be automatically unloaded in European ports. The key
result of the report stated that 46.7 % of these goods come in boxes of different sizes. Goods
in sacks are made up 15.1 %. The proportional amount of cylindrical forms is limited to 0.05 %
[5]. These results are shown in figure 3.

Figure 3: Main results of the study [10]

Most boxes arriving in Europe come from the Far East, whereas free-shaped goods are mainly
imported from South American countries.
The need and feasibility for automatic unloading of containers will be more than justified,
considering the imported volumes in European ports measured in Twenty-foot equivalent units
(TEU). In 2008, 8,4 billion TEU arrived in European ports that were dedicated for automatic
unloading [12]. The potential for such systems is growing with the increasing trade volumes
due to globalization and labour division. Within the study it has been attempted to express the
amount of imported TEU in the amount of piece goods. Knowing that this analysis is based on
several assumptions, there was potentially more than 331,000 billion piece goods unloaded
manually [10].
2.1.1

Cuboid goods

Cuboid goods generally occur within a specific packaging material and a specific band width of
size and weight. The packaging material of cuboid goods is mainly made of carton or
cardboard boxes. The goods which are most frequently transported in boxes are textiles,
clothing, shoes, joint accessory, tools and electronic machines for handymen, kitchen and
bathroom articles, small electronic gadgets, dried and frozen food as well as canned food,
toys, plastic and other finished products, other instruments and devices, replacement parts for
cars, steel, metal, TV screens, air conditioners, articles for communication, notebooks, PCs,
cameras, etc.
Concerning cuboid goods, the Deutsche Post has defined a standard size for cardboard
parcels. Due to the standardization, the boxes can have a minimal length of 200mm (7.87in), a

maximal length of 800mm (31.5in) and weight of up to 31.5kg (69.3lbs). All parcels that differ
from these guidelines need to be handled separately as bulk goods. The cuboid goods,
packed through production and industry, have often a similar measurement in several
countries as the standardization of the Deutsche Post. To get a sense of the distribution of
parcel measurements and weights, BIBA conducted a study about the contents of transport
containers at the location of two big contract logisticians. For this purpose three container
contents were registered each month over a period of one year. The foundation of the study
was the condition: parcel length>=parcel width>=parcel height. The following figures show the
parcel spectrum. They reveal that approx. 85% of the parcels had fulfilled the standard
conditions for the parcel edge length. Even though the maximum weight for standardised
parcels is 31.5kg (69.3lbs) over 80% of the parcels weighed less than 20 kg (44lbs).

Figure 4: Number of Parcels according to weight

Figure 5: Number of parcels according to width

Figure 6: Number of parcels according to height

Figure 7: Number of parcels according to length

2.1.2

Sack-shaped Goods

The packaging material of sack-shaped goods is mostly made of jute and sisal. Sacks made of
plastic and big bags have to be handled separately, since they extremely exceed the range of
size and weight that is typical for automatic unloading. The following goods are mainly
transported in sacks and bags: flour, cereals, wheat, rye, barley, rice, coffee and cacao beans,
feedstuff, sand, stones, granules, nuts, beans, dried food, potatoes, white and red cabbage.
For choosing appropriate values for the properties of sack-shaped goods, the goods handled
from Berthold Vollers have been analysed. This analysis leads to following results. The size of
the sacks differ between 50 cm and 110 cm. The detailed structure is shown in the table
below.

Length
Height
Width
Weight

Minimum [mm] Maximum [mm] Average [mm]
800
1100
950
200
250
225
550
700
625
60 kg
70 kg
75 kg
Table 2: Sizes of sack shaped goods

Within the analysed goods the weights of sacks and bags differ between 60kg and 70kg.

2.1.3

Unknown object classes

With unknown object classes in this project is meant every item that doesn’t belong to the
previously mentioned classes. For these objects the interest is not focused on the economic
relevance and the arising demand from the market, as in the previous kind of goods. On the
opposite the unload of these goods is interesting to be studied in order to solve concentrated

research problem and find local solutions to be integrated in the overall system, so that this
can be more flexible and enlarge its cognitive potentiality. The idea is indeed that this will
broaden the fields of application of the overall system on the one hand, while on the other
hand will increase the efficiency for those good whose unload is economically relevant.
In order to create the research challenge features such as deformability, variability of the
position of the centre of mass, lack of surfaces for the grasping and slippery materials could be
present in the object.

2.2 Framework for the specifications
In the previous paragraphs a brief introduction to the project environment, objectives and to
the potential market application has been given. Chapter 3 explains first the reasons of the
challenge in designing and developing an autonomous system for unloading containers
(section 3.1); then the RobLog approach for facing the challenge is reported (section 3.2). In
chapter 4 and 5 the specifications of the two demonstrators to be designed in RobLog are
given. Such specifications are reported in two tables (Table 5 and Table 7) whose parameters
are previously explained in section 4.1 and 5.1. Chapter 6 highlights the synergies and
common components between the two demonstrators. Table 5 and Table 7 also contain
values and definition useful for the evaluation, which is explained in chapter 0. Appendix I:
hardware components) is a glossary for the hardware mentioned in Table 5 and Table 7.

3 Problem analysis
In this chapter the challenge that RobLog will face are explicated: in particular the real world
unloading scenarios are presented by means of pictures, so that the reader can easily
understand the challenges and, for example, what is meant by unstructured environment.
Based on such problem analysis then, the RobLog consortium approach to fulfill RobLog
objective is reported.

3.1 Real application unloading scenarios
In this section the complexity of the unloading scenarios for incoming container is first
analyzed; then real unloading scenarios are presented, first for cuboid goods and then for sack
shaped goods, by means of exemplary pictures.
3.1.1

Complexity analysis of incoming containers

Complexity that is faced in the unloading process of containers is due to two factors:
unstructured environment and variety of goods whose unload has to be accomplished. Both
factors are concerned with the principle of space-saving that lays the foundation of the process
of loading containers. Transportation costs are indeed higher than unloading costs: containers
are therefore preferred to be loaded in order to reduce the unused space, even though this
increases the unloading process costs.
The unstructured environment could arise from two opposite phenomena:
1.

2.

Necessity of exploiting the characteristic of deformability of the items to be loaded in order
to save space. So far no autonomous systems have been developed in order to optimise
the loading process exploiting deformability of items; this process is therefore
accomplished by human operators, which explains the lack of a standard procedure for
the loading process of containers. Therefore even two containers loaded in the same
buffer and with the same homogeneous type of good might have a different packing
pattern.
Displacement of items due to the presence of empty space: goods could indeed move
during the transportation, if they are not stuck in the container. This promotes an
unstructured environment.

Variety of goods to be unloaded can be due to:
1.
2.

a mix of products having in common the delivery to one customer, in order to reduce the
number of intermediate handling and cross-docking of items
a mix of products having in common the shipment source and addressed to more than
one customers, in order to reduce the outgoing number of containers.

Due to the unstructured environment and to the variety of goods that can be found, eight
different possibilities of packing patterns can be found in an industrial unloading scenario.
These possibilities arise from the combination of the two characteristics that each of the
following factors have:

Factors

Characteristics

Kind of goods

Homogeneous / Heterogeneous

Packing pattern

Neat / Loose

Frame situation

Stuck / Slack

Table 3: Characteristics of Unstructured Environment in a Container

In neat packing patterns goods have all the same orientation (even if heterogeneous) and the
container looks tidy. On the contrary in a loose packing pattern goods are positioned in
different orientations (even if homogeneous) and the container looks untidy.
In a stuck frame situation force has to be applied to the goods to free them from the friction of
touching surfaces and not only to lift them. In a slack frame situation only the force for lifting
the goods has to be applied, as items are not stuck.
These are two examples of opposite situations:



homogeneous goods neatly and tightly packed
heterogeneous goods loosely and slackly packed

To visualize how complexity springs from an unstructured environment and the variety of
goods, hereafter some figures of possible industrial scenarios are shown in section 3.1.2 and
3.1.3.
3.1.2

Cuboid goods scenarios

In the following pictures the real world unloading scenarios are introduced for cuboid goods.
The reader should be able to easily spot those characteristics that have been in the previous
section analyzed, such as: heterogeneity/homogeneity, neat/loose packing pattern and
stuck/slack frame situation. The concepts of unstructured environment and variety of goods
should be then clear and evident.

Figure 8: neatly packed and stuck homogeneous cuboid goods

Figure 9: loosely packed and slack heterogeneous cuboid goods

Figure 10: neatly packed and loose heterogeneous cuboid goods

Figure 11: loosely packed and slack heterogeneous cuboid goods

Figure 12: neatly packed and stuck homogeneous cuboid goods

Figure 13: loosely packed and stuck heterogeneous cuboid goods

3.1.3

Sack-shaped goods scenarios

In the following pictures the real world unloading scenarios are introduced for sack-shaped
goods. The reader should be able to easily spot those characteristics that have been in the
previous section analyzed, such as: heterogeneity/homogeneity, neat/loose packing pattern
and stuck/slack frame situation. The concepts of unstructured environment and variety of
goods should be then clear and evident.

Figure 14: neatly packed homogeneous sack-shaped goods

Figure 15: randomly packed heterogeneous sack-shaped goods

Figure 16: neatly packed and stuck sack-shaped goods

Figure 17: heterogeneous sack-shaped goods stuck in the container

3.2 The RobLog approach
The RobLog concept springs from an industrial necessity: the optimization of the autonomous
container unloading process in general and, specifically, the unloading of heavy and
deformable items. The overview on the complexity of the real industrial unloading scenarios
given in 3.1.1 (especially due to the unconstrained environments and the variety of goods)
explain why the current automated solutions for unloading, when even existing, are not totally
satisfactory. Existing autonomous unloading systems, as the Parcel Robot, are not totally
efficient as the robustness of the unloading process (to be read as the percentage of goods
suited to be autonomously unloaded) is low. This is mainly due to the lack explained already in
section 1 Introduction, namely autonomous systems are not able to:




learn from past experiences
have long-term and short-term memory
modify and/or suppress reacting behaviours in order to reach future goals [4].

The RobLog thesis is that the development of a cognitive system (therefore with such
characteristics) would enable the automatic unload of goods which were previously manually
unloaded, increasing the robustness of the unloading process and broadening the field of
application of such system.

The wish is to create within RobLog an unloading system which, thanks to its cognitive
features, will be as general purpose as possible, enabling the application of such cognitive
technologies in several unloading scenarios and also in other applications within technical
logistics. Such cognitive features spring from the combinations of: (1) results coming from
those work packages of RobLog which deal with sensing and perception (WP 3 and 4), (2)
results coming from the planning and decision making of the system and (3) results coming
from the interface with the user (both (2) and (3) belonging to WP 5). These come together in
a cognitive software package made by different modules communication thanks to several
interfaces. In order to test, improve and validate such software modules and their interfaces,
the RobLog consortium committed in the description of work (Annex 1) to the following
approach:




realize and improve in each milestone an advanced demonstrator which, quoting the
DoW, “will be dedicated to the scientific aspects illustrating the medium to long-term
application potential by considering unloading of various, previously unknown objects
in a laboratory setting”. Such demonstrator will act under relaxed constrains, enabling
the research work that will lead to the cognitive software package mentioned above, as
well as its validation in such relaxed constrains. This advanced demonstrator is meant
to be a first version of a real general purpose unloading machine, able to learn how to
deal with previously unknown objects.
Realize and improve in each milestone an industrial demonstrator which, quoting the
DoW, “will integrate the project results in a selected industrial setting, thus showing the
economic relevance by handling deformable heavy objects, namely coffee-bags, in a
real end-user setting”. In other words it is possible to state that this industrial
demonstrator is meant to be the technology transfer of the advanced one in a real
industrial application. In respect to the previous one for example, this demonstrator
needs a more robust hardware architecture, but does not need a general purpose
gripper.

Even though the two demonstrators need two different hardware architectures, due to the
different tasks they are designed for, it is important to highlight that the cognitive software
package running on both is exactly the same: it will be developed and tested mainly on the
base of the advanced demonstrator (due to its more challenging tasks), but it will be optimised
and made more reliable for the industrial one.

4 Industrial scenario demonstrator
In this chapter a milestone wise description of the industrial demonstrator is given. Some of
the term hereafter, such as those concerning platforms, grippers and sensors, will be
explained in Appendix I: hardware components. The specifications for the industrial
demonstrator are given through an overall table in which the following parameters are
explained milestone-wise:






attributes of the scenarios
additional info
hardware architecture
objective
evaluation

What follows in this introduction to the specifications for the industrial demonstrator is the
explanation of these bullet points.

4.1 Parameters for the specifications
Attributes of the scenario: the milestone-wise evolution of the demonstrators is driven by
the increasing complexity of tasks to be accomplished. In turn such tasks strictly depend
on the scenario the demonstrator is called to solve. Complexity has been added gradually
through the milestones by considering more attributes in each scenario in time. Follows a
description of each attribute.
Milestone
deformability
obstacles/cluttered
workspace
disorderliness/occlusion
dynamism
weight
end user conditions

Scenario
attributes



MS3

MS4
x

MS5
x

x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x

Table 4: industrial scenario attribute milestone-wise

1

2

3

Deformability: an item is considered deformable if its shape is not fixed, but depends
from the position of the good and from the conditions in which it is put. Also the center
of mass of the item is not fixed if the good is deformable: indeed the position of the
center of mass could change due to a modification of the surrounding environment or
during the handling.
Obstacles/cluttered workspace: the workspace is constrained by the presence of a
container (either mock-up or real); moreover, when this attribute is considered in the
scenario, the collision avoidance of the system has to be enabled.
Disorderliness/occlusion: such attribute is the consequence of having a disordered
scenario, in which goods are positioned in a messy and random way. When this

4

5

6

attribute is considered in the scenario, some goods in the scene are partly or totally
occluded by some others and are therefore not easily recognizable by the system.
Dynamism: when dynamism is considered, the scenario can change significantly in
time, especially between two unloading steps. For example the unloading of an item
could trigger the fall of some others. From the perception point of view, in a static
(MS3 and MS4, opposite of dynamic) scenario the system first (1) observe the scene,
then (2) plans the action, then (3) executes such action and then (4) observes again
restarting the loop; the system does not consider possible changes in the scenario
between point 1 and 4. In a dynamic scenario such changes are considered, which
means that the re-planning has to be continuous and the anticipation is also
considered.
Weight: when this attribute is considered in the scenario, the real weight of the goods
is taken into account. In the industrial scenario this means that only in MS5 the
demonstrators will be capable of unloading real weight (up to 70Kg) coffee sacks; in
all other milestones the weight will be scaled down (not more than 5kg), keeping the
real dimensions and filling the sacks (which are only called “sacks” and not “coffeesacks”) with light materials.
End user condition: when this attribute is considered in the scenario the real end user
conditions are taken into account. This means that:
i. The container is a 20” one located at a docking buffer
ii. The implementation is in the facility of VOLLERS
iii. Some factors are dynamic:
a. Temperature (influenced by seasons and by the time of day)
b. Humidity (influenced by weather)
c. Light conditions(influenced by the time of day)
d. Dirt condition
iv. The safety and security of the working environment is considered



Additional information
 Demonstration location: in this line of the table, the location of the demonstration in the
specific milestone is stated by giving the name of the partner. It is therefore implied
that the demonstration for that milestone (of that specific demonstrator) will be in the
facility of that partner
 Name of demonstration: the name of the demonstration summarizes the milestonewise specific task that the demonstrator has to accomplish given that specific
scenario.



Hardware architecture: here the starting hardware platform is described, together with
the grasping principle and the sensors set up.



Objective: for each milestone, and therefore for each scenario, it is necessary to specify a
task to be accomplished by the system. Such task is here described and it is fundamental

in order to understand which functionality of the system has to be designed and integrated
for that milestone.



Evaluation: for the evaluation all due explanations are given in chapter 7.

Scenario description

Info

Scenario attribute

4.2 Specification table with milestone-wise evolution for the industrial demonstrator
Milestone
Deformability
obstacles/cluttered
workspace
disorderliness/occlusion
Dynamism

MS3
x

MS4
x

MS5
x

x
x

x
x
x

Weight
end user conditions

x
x

Demonstration location

BIBA

BIBA

VOLLERS

Name of demonstration

Pile of Sacks unload

Mock-up container unload

Real container unload

Objects classes
Positioning

sacks (5Kg)
stack of sacks neatly piled

sacks (5Kg)
fully packed mock-up
container loaded with several
stacks

coffee sacks (70Kg)
fully packed real container
loaded with several stacks

Scenario Overview

Figure 18: industrial demonstrator
scenario MS3

Figure 19: industrial demonstrator
scenario MS4

Figure 20: industrial demonstrator
scenario MS5

Hardware architecture
Objective
Evaluation

Platform
Gripper

active conveyor
needle rolls + needle gripper

reinforced Empticon
needle rolls + needle gripper

reinforced Empticon
needle finger

Sensors

tilting laser scanner, Kinect

tilting laser scanner, Kinect

tilting laser scanner, Kinect

Hardware overview

Figure 21: hardware industrial
demonstrator MS3

Figure 22: hardware industrial
demonstrator MS4

Figure 23: hardware industrial
demonstrator MS5

Task

identification of boundaries
among sacks, positioning,
grasping unloading of the top
sack

Planning and executing of
unloading sequences.

Planning and executing of
unloading sequences.

Evaluation criteria

unloading of the top sack

Unloading of the full mock-up
container

Unloading of the full real
container

Benchmark

time, precision, robustness,
damage of goods

time, precision, robustness,
damage of goods

time, precision, robustness,
damage of goods, costs

Target values

Cycle time per sack (4min),
robustness (80% - 90%),
damage of goods (15% - 10%)

Cycle time per sack (2min),
robustness (75% - 95%),
damage of goods (10% - 5%)

Cycle time per sack (15sec 55sec), robustness (80% 99%), damage of goods (8% 3%)

Table 5: specification table with milestone-wise evolution for the industrial demonstrator

5 Advanced scenario demonstrator
In this chapter a milestone wise description of the advanced demonstrator is given. Some of the
term hereafter, such as those concerning platforms, grippers and sensors, will be explained in
Appendix I: hardware components. The specifications for the advanced demonstrator are given
through an overall table in which the following parameters are explained milestone-wise:






attributes of the scenarios
additional info
hardware architecture
objective
evaluation

What follows in this introduction to the specifications for the advanced demonstrator is the
explanation of these bullet points.

5.1 Parameters for the specifications
Attributes of the scenario: the milestone-wise evolution of the demonstrators is driven by
the increasing complexity of tasks to be accomplished. In turn such tasks strictly depend on
the scenario the demonstrator is called to solve. Complexity has been added gradually
through the milestones by considering more attributes in each scenario in time. Follows a
description of each attribute.

Scenario
attributes



Milestone
heterogeneity
disorderliness/occlusion
obstacles/cluttered
workspace
deformability
dynamism
unknown objects classes

MS3

MS4
x
x

MS5
x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x

Table 6: advanced scenario attribute milestone-wise

1

2

Heterogeneity: when this parameter is considered (in all milestones for the
advanced demonstrator) the items in the scene are heterogeneous. Such
heterogeneity addresses both to (1) the different instances of objects of the same
class (different dimensions/weights) and to (2) different classes of objects (sacks,
parcels etc...).
Disorderliness/occlusion: such attribute is the consequence of having a
disordered scenario, in which goods are positioned in a messy and random way.
When this attribute is considered in the scenario, some goods in the scene are
partly or totally occluded by some others and are therefore not easily
recognizable by the system.

3

4

5

6

Obstacles/cluttered workspace: the workspace is constrained by the presence of
a container (either mock-up or real); moreover, when this attribute is considered
in the scenario, the collision avoidance of the system has to be enabled.
Deformability: an item is considered deformable if its shape is not fixed, but
depends from the position of the good and from the conditions in which it is put.
Also the center of mass of the item is not fixed if the good is deformable: indeed
the position of the center of mass could change due to a modification of the
surrounding environment or during the handling.
Dynamism: when dynamism is considered, the scenario can change significantly
in time, especially between two unloading steps. For example the unloading of an
item could trigger the fall of some others. From the perception point of view, in a
static (MS3 and MS4, opposite of dynamic) scenario the system first (1) observe
the scene, then (2) plans the action, then (3) executes such action and then (4)
observes again restarting the loop; the system does not consider possible
changes in the scenario between point 1 and 4. In a dynamic scenario such
changes are considered, which means that the re-planning has to be continuous
and the anticipation is also considered.
Unknown objects classes: in milestone 5 the system should be able to detect
objects belonging to unknown objects classes. An object class is considered to be
unknown if no instances of such object class are in the objects database. In other
words the system has never seen an item which looks like the ones that will be
put into the scenario in milestone 5. The objective for the advanced scenario
demonstrator in milestone 5 is indeed to be able to learn how to deal with new
object classes.



Additional information
 Demonstration location: in this line of the table, the location of the demonstration in the
specific milestone is stated by giving the name of the partner. It is therefore implied that
the demonstration for that milestone (of that specific demonstrator) will be in the facility
of that partner
 Name of demonstration: the name of the demonstration summarizes the milestone-wise
specific task that the demonstrator has to accomplish given that specific scenario.



Hardware architecture: here the starting hardware platform is described, together with the
grasping principle and the sensors set up.



Objective: for each milestone, and therefore for each scenario, it is necessary to specify a
task to be accomplished by the system. Such task is here described and it is fundamental in
order to understand which functionality of the system has to be designed and integrated for
that milestone. Also single functionalities show cases are here stated; a functionality could
be executive before it integration and optimization with the overall demonstrator. In such
case it is in the table explicated which functionalities will be shown in the milestone as a

demonstration which will not be integrated (yet) in the demonstrator. The consortium will
integrate such functionality in the following milestone.



Evaluation: for the evaluation all due explanations are given in section 7.

Milestone
heterogeneity
disorderliness/occlusion
obstacles/cluttered
workspace
deformability

MS3
x
x

MS4
x
x

MS5
x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x

Info

dynamism
unknown objects classes
Demonstration location

BIBA

BIBA

BIBA

Name of demonstration

Touching the goods

Grasping the goods

Unloading the goods

Scenario description

Scenario attribute

5.2 Specification table with milestone-wise evolution for the advanced demonstrator

Objects classes

E.g. barrel, sack, box (several
instances with variations).

E.g. barrel, sack, box, teddy
bear (several instances with
variations). Maximum weight
of each object of 5Kg

E.g. barrel, sack, box, teddy
bear, unknown object classes
(several instances with
variations). Maximum weight of
each object of 5Kg

Positioning

positioned on the floor with no
walls (out of container), but with
some occlusion

positioned on the floor in the
container (could be close to
the wall), with occlusion

pile of objects in the container
(could be close to the wall),
with occlusion

Scenario Overview

?

Hardware architecture

Figure 24: advanced demonstrator
scenario MS3

Figure 25: advanced demonstrator
scenario MS4

?

Figure 26: advanced demonstrator
scenario MS5

Platform

parcel robot + active conveyor

parcel robot + active conveyor

parcel robot + active conveyor

Gripper

velvet gripper

velvet gripper

velvet gripper

Sensors

tilting laser scanner, Kinect

tilting laser scanner, Kinect,
force sensor

tilting laser scanner, Kinect,
force sensor

Hardware overview

?
Figure 27: hardware advanced
demonstrator MS3

Figure 28: hardware advanced
demonstrator MS4

?

Figure 29: hardware advanced
demonstrator MS5

Objective
Evaluation

Task

the system touches the object
of the class chosen by the user.

full unloading cycle for a single
object of the class chosen by
the user and unloads it from
the container

planning and executing
unloading sequences including
anticipation for all objects in the
container, learn new object
classes, re-plan in case of
dynamic events

Single functionality showcase

Grasping functionality showcase: grasping of one box
standing alone. Maximum
weight of the box of 5Kg

Hybrid planning functionality
show-case: planning of a
sequence of action

Evaluation criteria

recognize and localize a
specific object and touch it

recognized, localize a specific
object, grasp it and unload it

complete unloading of
container filled with known
objects, recognition of
unknown objects automatically
requesting for assistance

Benchmark

time, precision, robustness

time, precision, robustness

time, precision, robustness

Target values

cycle time per object (8min),
precision (5cm), robustness
(80% - 90%), object in the
scene (6-8)

cycle time per object (7min),
robustness (80% - 90%),
object in the scene (10-12)

cycle time per object (6min),
robustness overall unloading
(80% - 95%), robustness
unknown object recognition
(70% - 85%), object in the
scene (20-30)

Table 7: specification table with milestone-wise evolution for the advanced demonstrator

6 Hardware, software and communication control architecture in the
two demonstrators
In this chapter a milestone-wise compared overview of the shared hardware components is first
given. Then the milestone-wise functionalities of the demonstrators are stated in two different
tables: they are both related to the tasks in which such functionalities are developed and to the
name of the software component to which they belong according to figure 12 of the “Manual for
system interfaces”, deliverable 6.1 of the RobLog project. In the last section of this chapter the
communication control architecture is reported for each demonstrator.

6.1 Hardware components – milestone-wise overview
In the following table the hardware components, clustered in platforms, grippers and sensors, is
summarized and the shared hardware components are highlighted. The term shared can either
mean that the component is physically shared, or the component is the same but repeated in the
two demonstrators. E.g. the active conveyor and the sensors in milestone 3 are the same
hardware components shared in the two demonstrators, while the sensors in milestone 4 and 5
are replicated in the two demonstrators. The terms in this table will be explained in Appendix I:
hardware components, where a brief description and a picture of such hardware components is
given.
Industrial
demonstrator Advanced demonstrator Shared
hardware components
hardware components
components
MS3

Platforms:


Active conveyor

Grippers:



MS4

Needle rolls
Needle gripper

Platforms:



Parcel robot
Active conveyor

Grippers:


Sensors:







tilting laser scanner
Kinect

Platforms:


Reinforced
Empticon

Parcel robot
Active conveyor

Grippers:

Grippers:






Needle rolls
Needle gripper



Active conveyor

Sensors:



tilting
scanner
Kinect

laser

tilting laser scanner
Kinect

Platforms:



Platforms:

Velvet gripper

Sensors:

hardware

Velvet gripper

Sensors:



tilting
scanner
Kinect

laser

MS5

Sensors:

Sensors:








tilting laser scanner
Kinect

Platforms:


Reinforced
Empticon

tilting laser scanner
Kinect
Force sensor

Platforms:



Parcel robot
Active conveyor

Grippers:

Grippers:





Needle finger




tilting
scanner
Kinect

laser

Velvet gripper

Sensors:

Sensors:








tilting laser scanner
Kinect

Sensors:

tilting laser scanner
Kinect
Force sensor

Table 8: milestone-wise overview of hardware components in both demonstrators

6.2 Software components functionalities – milestone-wise overview

In this section an overview of the software components is given through the functionalities that
will be implemented in each milestone in each demonstrator. Therefore for each task in the
description of work (Annex 1 of the grant agreement) the expected result to be integrated in
each demonstrator in each milestone is stated. Such milestone-wise results are taken from the
milestone-wise sub-task tables, management tools explained in section 7.3.3 and attached in
Appendix II: milestone-wise sub-tasks tables. In the last column of the tables hereafter, the
name of the software component in which such functionality is physically implemented is
reported, with reference to deliverable 6.1 “Manual for system interfaces”. In reading this table
what is stated in section 3.2 is always valid: the software for industrial and advanced
demonstrator is the same. Functionalities are enabled/disabled according to the specific task of
the specific demonstrator in the specific milestone.

6.2.1

Industrial demonstrator software components functionalities

Name

2.3

2.4

3.1

3.2

MS3

Sensor Integration
and Gripper
Control
Design and testing
of a functional
prototype
Sensor
preprocessing
and
fusion

Choice of the sensors and
design of the control
system
Light
sacks
grasping,
holding and releasing
without sensor feedback
 calibrated 3D range
information
 rough uncertainty
estimates and error
models
Bounded surface  detected objects can be
representation
represented using BSR

MS4

Integrated
sensors

gripper

MS5

with

Integrated
sensors

gripper

Allocation
to
architecture in Del.
6.1.
with Camera
mount/
Scanner mount

Sacks grasping, holding
and releasing with sensor
feedback
 Automatically calibrated
3D range information
 uncertainty estimates and
error models

Integration in the industrial cognitive control/
robot
object recognition

 detected objects can be
represented using BSR
 semantic map can be
represented using BSR
 deformable object models

 detected objects can be
represented using BSR
 semantic map can be
represented using BSR
 deformable object
models

cognitive control/
object recognition

cognitive control/
object recognition

3.3

Modeling
Shape
Deformations

3.4

Feature
based  Classification of object
object
detection
type
and recognition
 Target object position
and orientation
estimation

 Classification of object
type
 Target object position and
orientation estimation

 Classification of object
type
 Target object position
and orientation
estimation

cognitive control/
object recognition

3.5

Shape based rigid  Classification of object
object
detection
type
and recognition
 Target object position
and orientation
estimation

 Classification of object
type
 Target object position and
orientation estimation

 Classification of object
type
 Target object position
and orientation
estimation

cognitive control/
object recognition

3.6

Shape

 Classification of object

 Classification of object

cognitive

based

cognitive control/
object recognition

control/

deformable object
detection
and
recognition

4.2

Tracking
Dynamics

4.3

Integration in a  Maintenance of poses
Dynamic Semantic
and geometry of
Map
recognized sacks.
 Handling object-pose
queries in various
coordinate frames.
 Identifying the top-sacks.
 Providing obstacleinformation for basic
trajectory planning for
unloading the top-sack.

4.4

Predictive
Modeling
(Anticipation)
of
Planned Actions
Adaptation of the
Modeling/Anticipati
on
through
Experience

4.5

type
 Target object position and
orientation estimation
 target objects that can be
modeled using a skeleton
of rigid body parts (using
the results from task 3.3)

Object
 Identification and
maintenance of the mockup container frame
relative to the robot-frame.
 Periodic improvement of
map consistency by
refining object-pose
estimates.
 Providing suitable freespace representation for
enabling detailed motion
planning and unloading.

type
 Target object position
and orientation
estimation
 more general
deformation models
considered (using the
results from task 3.3)

object recognition

 Fast visual and
geometric pose-tracking
of objects of interest.
 Identification and
maintenance of the
container frame relative
to the robot-frame.
 Maintaining
representations for
dynamic and unknown
objects
 Connection to the
anticipation module.

cognitive
control/semantic
map
cognitive
control/semantic
map

Simulation of the scene- cognitive
model using a physics control/semantic
engine.
map
 Statistics of successfully
grasped objects are
updated in the database
based on gripper
feedback.
 The first successfully
grasped sack of the
container is used to set

cognitive
control/semantic
map

defaults for the whole
container.
Optional : integration of
universal solution into
the
demonstrator,
depending on evaluation
results
 Trajectory planning
 Collision free trajectory
 Physical collision
detection
 Imminent collision
avoidance

5.1

universal inverse Working
solution
with
kinematics
direct formulas for every
demonstrator (if
not
already existing)

Working solution with direct
formulas
for
every
demonstrator
(if
not
already existing)

5.2

Motion
Planning  Trajectory planning
and
collision  Collision free trajectory
avoidance in a 3D
dynamic
environment

 Trajectory planning
 Collision free trajectory
 Physical collision
detection

5.3

Visualization of the Recognized sacks are
Dynamic 3D Map
visualized as bounded
with Semantics
surfaces, with target
sacks highlighted.

Additional
useful
information about the
scene is visualized

Unknown and dynamic cognitive
objects are shown.
control/semantic
map

5.4

Hybrid Automatic
Planner

A sequence of the
unloading actions

 A sequence of the
unloading actions
 uncertainty is considered

5.5

Represenatation
The user can override the
and Deliberation of
lower-level control to
task specifications
make an emergency
stop

5.6

Development of a
global
System
Surveillance Tool

The user can confirm or
correct the type of sacks
present in the scene,
along with their properties
like
grasp-points
and
possible
unloadsequences
Movement of the drives
controlled manually by
using an intuitive tracking
device

-

cognitive
control/motion
planning

cognitive
control/motion
planning

cognitive
control/hybrid
planner
cognitive control

Remote maintenance for Service
software
components Module/Surveillan
(robot
program
and ce Tool
cognitive control)
Remote control for robot
and gripper hardware
movements

5.7

User interface for
entering
task
specifications

5.8

Set up and tests in
sub scenario

6.2

Programming
of Modules
for
the middleware
communication between
the
active
conveyor
platform and the highlevel control software,
definition of appropriate
messages, topics and
services.
Integration of the Mechanical integration
subsystems
 Needle rolls
 Sensors (Laser
Scanner+Kinect)
 Active Conveyor
Electrical integration
 Needle rolls
 Sensors (Laser

6.4

Camera
monitored
workspace
cognitive control
 The overall planned
motion can be
visualized.
 System parameters can
be updated by the
operator.
 Effects of planned
actions can be
visualized using physics
simulation.
Evaluation
results,
if
developed
inverse
kinematic is able to realize
the motion planning of 2
different robot-kinematics
Modules for communication
between the Empticon
platform and the highlevel control software,
definition of appropriate
messages, topics and
services.
Mechanical integration
 Needle rolls
 Needle gripper
 Sensors (Laser
Scanner+Kinect)
 Empticon
Electrical integration
 Needle rolls

cognitive control/
motion planning

Overall system

Mechanical integration
 Needle finger
 Sensors (Laser
Scanner+Kinect)
 Reinforced Empticon
Electrical integration
 Needle finger
 Sensors (Laser

Overall system

Scanner+Kinect)
 Active Conveyor
Software integration
 Network configuration

of  Programmed Active
Conveyor for MS3

6.5

Programming
robot

6.6

Integration of the
surveillance tool in
the system

6.7

Operating
Laboratory test

6.8

-

&  Tested industrial
demonstrator for MS3
Integration at the
end-users site

 Needle gripper
 Sensors (Laser
Scanner+Kinect)
 Empticon
Software integration
 Network configuration

Scanner+Kinect)
 Reinforced Empticon
Software integration
 Network configuration

 Programmed Empticon for
MS4

 Programmed Reinforced
Empticon for MS5

Global System Surveillance
Tool integrated in MS4
industrial demonstrator
 Tested industrial
demonstrator for MS4

Global
Task
Manager,Platform/
Platform
Control,Empticon/
PLC,
mAnipulators/Rob
ot Control
Global
System Service
Surveillance
Tool Module/Surveillan
integrated
in
MS5 ce Tool
industrial demonstrator
 Tested industrial
demonstrator for MS5
Overall system
 Installation of Empticon
and related equipment
 Calibration of Empticon
and related equipment
 Test of Empticon and
related equipment

Table 9: industrial demonstrator software components functionalities

6.2.2

2.3

Advanced demonstrator software components functionalities

Name

MS3

MS4

Sensor Integration
and Gripper
Control

Choice of the sensors and
design of the control
system

Integration and real sensing
of presence and exerted
forces on boxes, teddy

MS5

Allocation
to
architecture in Del.
6.1.
Integration
and
real Camera
mount/
sensing of presence and Scanner mount
exerted forces on boxes,

2.4

Design and testing
of
a functional
prototype
Sensor
preprocessing
and
fusion

Box grasping

3.2

Bounded surface
representation

 detected objects can be
represented using BSR

3.3

Modeling
Shape
Deformations

3.4

Feature
based
object
detection
and recognition

 Classification of object
type
 Target object position
and orientation
estimation

3.5

Shape based rigid
object
detection
and recognition

 Classification of object
type
 Target object position
and orientation
estimation

3.1

 calibrated 3D range
information
 rough uncertainty
estimates and models

bear, barrel
Objects (boxes, teddy bear,
barrel) grasping

teddy bear, barrel
Objects (boxes, teddy cognitive control/
bear, barrel) grasping
object recognition

 Automatically calibrated
3D range information
 uncertainty estimates and
models
 active sensing for
increased model precision
especially for unknown
objects
 detected objects can be
represented using BSR
 semantic map can be
represented using BSR

cognitive control/
object recognition

 detected objects can be
represented using BSR
 semantic map can be
represented using BSR
 BSR used in recognizing
and modeling unknown
objects
 deformable object
models

cognitive control/
object recognition

 Classification of object
type
 Target object position and
orientation estimation

 Classification of object
type
 Target object position
and orientation
estimation
 Detection of unknown
objects

cognitive control/
object recognition

 Classification of object
type
 Target object position and
orientation estimation

 Classification of object
type
 Target object position
and orientation
estimation
 Detection of unknown

cognitive control/
object recognition

 deformable object models

cognitive control/
object recognition

objects
3.6

Shape
based
deformable object
detection
and
recognition

4.2

Tracking
Dynamics

4.3

Integration in a
Dynamic Semantic
Map

4.4

Predictive
Modeling
(Anticipation)
of
Planned Actions
Adaptation of the
Modeling/Anticipati
on
through
Experience

4.5

 Classification of object
type
 Target object position and
orientation estimation
 target objects that can be
modeled using a skeleton
of rigid body parts (using
the results from task 3.3)

Object
 Maintenance of poses of
recognized known
objects.
 Handling object-pose
queries in various
coordinate frames.

 Identification and
maintenance of the mockup container frame
relative to the robot-frame.
 Periodic improvement of
map consistency by
refining object-pose
estimates.
 Providing suitable freespace representation for
enabling detailed motion
planning and grasping.

 Classification of object
type
 Target object position
and orientation
estimation
 more general
deformation models
considered (using the
results from task 3.3)

cognitive control/
object recognition

 Fast visual and
geometric pose-tracking
of objects of interest.
 Identification and
maintenance of the
container frame relative
to the robot-frame.
 Maintaining
representations for
dynamic and unknown
objects

cognitive
control/semantic
map
cognitive
control/semantic
map

Simulation of the scene- cognitive
model using a physics control/semantic
engine.
map
 Statistics of successfully
grasped objects are
updated in the database
based on gripper
feedback.

cognitive
control/semantic
map

5.1

universal inverse
kinematics

Working solution with
direct formulas for every
demonstrator (if
not
already existing)

Working solution with direct
formulas
for
every
demonstrator
(if
not
already existing)

5.2

Motion
Planning
and
collision
avoidance in a 3D
dynamic
environment

 Trajectory planning
 Collision free trajectory

 Trajectory planning
 Collision free trajectory
 Physical collision
detection

5.3

Visualization of the
Dynamic 3D Map
with Semantics

 Recognized objects are
visualized as meshes
with object-type labels
and other information.

5.4

Hybrid Automatic
Planner

5.5

Representation
and Deliberation of
Task Specifications

5.6

Development of a
global
System
Surveillance Tool

The user can override the
lower-level control to
make
an emergency
stop.
Movement of the drives
controlled manually by
using
an
intuitive
tracking device

Optional : integration of
universal solution into
the
demonstrator,
depending on evaluation
results
 Trajectory planning
 Collision free trajectory
 Physical collision
detection
 Imminent collision
avoidance

cognitive
control/motion
planning

 Additional useful semantic
information about the
scene is visualized.

 Unknown and dynamic
objects are shown.

cognitive
control/semantic
map

A sequence of the
unloading actions

• A sequence of the
unloading actions
• uncertainty is considered

cognitive
control/hybrid
planner

cognitive
control/motion
planning

cognitive control

Remote maintenance for
software
components
(robot
program
and
cognitive control)
Remote control for robot
and gripper hardware
movements
Camera
monitored
workspace (stereoscopic)

Service
Module/Surveillan
ce

5.7

User interface for
entering
task
specifications

5.8

Set up and tests in
sub scenario

6.2

Programming
the middleware

6.4

Integration of the
subsystems

of

 The overall planned
motion can be
visualized.
 System parameters can
be updated by the
operator.
 Effects of planned
actions can be visualized
using physics simulation.
Evaluation
results,
if
developed
inverse
kinematic is able to realize
the motion planning of 2
different robot-kinematics
Modules
for
communication between
the parcel robot + active
conveyor platform and
the high-level control
software, definition of
appropriate messages,
topics and services.
Mechanical integration
 Velvet fingers
 Sensors (Laser
Scanner+Kinect)
 Active Conveyor
 Parcel Robot
Electrical integration
 Velvet fingers
 Sensors (Laser
Scanner+Kinect)
 Active Conveyor

cognitive control

cognitive control/
motion planning

Overall system

Mechanical integration
 Velvet fingers
 Sensors (Laser
Scanner+Kinect)
 Active Conveyor
 Parcel Robot
Electrical integration
 Velvet fingers
 Sensors (Laser
Scanner+Kinect)
 Active Conveyor

Mechanical integration
 Velvet fingers
 Sensors (Laser
Scanner+Kinect)
 Active Conveyor
 Parcel Robot
Electrical integration
 Velvet fingers
 Sensors (Laser
Scanner+Kinect)
 Active Conveyor

Overall system

6.5

Programming
the robot

of

6.6

Integration of the
surveillance tool in
the system

6.7

Operating
Laboratory test

&

 Parcel Robot
Software integration
 Network configuration

 Parcel Robot
Software integration
 Network configuration

 Parcel Robot
Software integration
 Network configuration

 Programmed Active
Conveyor and
ParcelRobot for MS3

 Programmed Active
Conveyor and
ParcelRobot for MS4

 Programmed Active
Conveyor and
ParcelRobot for MS5

Global
System
Surveillance
Tool
integrated
in
MS3
advanced demonstrator
 Tested advanced
demonstrator for MS3

Global System Surveillance
Tool integrated in MS4
advanced demonstrator
 Tested advanced
demonstrator for MS4

Global
Task
Manager,Platform/
Platform
Control,Empticon/
PLC,
mAnipulators/Rob
ot Control
Global
System Service
Surveillance
Tool Module/Surveillan
integrated
in
MS5 ce Tool
advanced demonstrator
Overall system
 Tested advanced
demonstrator for MS5

Table 10: advanced demonstrator software components functionalities

6.3 Communication control architecture
Control units for industrial robots are usually custom made for a given system. One reason for
this necessity is that the control unit has to communicate with specially designed electrical
components. Even though robot manufacturers ship versatile controls with their robots that are
able to communicate with standard electrical components using standard protocols, the robot
itself can only be controlled using the system of that specific manufacturer.
The systems within this project will be special-purpose ones. Hence conventional robot controls
are not suitable for controlling the systems. For this reason, basic considerations have to be
made in order to define an appropriate control system. Based on experiences of the partners of
the project in the field of special purpose machinery manufacture, the use of a PLC seems likely
to be the best solution. A PLC gives high flexibility to the system since it can communicate with
all electrical components (even if they are from different manufacturers) and even with other
control units.
The control unit is also responsible for the administration of the signals and for the control of the
drives. Hence a fast communication interface between the middleware and the control has to be
realized. The communication control architecture differs between the industrial and the
advanced demonstrators since these systems are based on already existing platforms. For
example the Empticon System used for the industrial demonstrator is controlled by a BeckhoffPLC. The Parcel Robot is using a PLC manufactured by Schleicher. Different PLCs have many
characteristics in common, but the interfaces are not mandatorily the same. PLCs from different
manufacturers can communicate with each other using a standardized protocol.
6.3.1

Control architecture for the industrial demonstrator

To reach the functionality and performance on the system different communication and
hardware architectures can be used. The architecture will be chosen during the project, with
respect to technical possibilities and organisational needs. The following section, compiled by
Qubiqa and BIBA, which have expertise in the field of control and integration, describes two
proposals that could be implemented.

Traditional architecture

Figure 309: Traditional architecture

Pros

Cons

- Free choice of PLC
- Motion part will be developed in
standard software package

- Operates as two separate systems, with
a presumably lower communication
speed
- Low level of integration

Latest technological architecture

Figure 70: Latest technological architecture

Pros

Cons

- High level of integration as low level
control PLC will be part of ROS
- Motion part will be developed in
standard Beckhoff software package or
Visual Studio
- Assume that the communication speed
between ROS and PLC will be higher
- Easy access to sensor/drive information
from other ROS applications
- Powerful PC hardware

- Will only work, using a Beckhoff
TwinCAT 3(PLC)
- Low level of flexibility when choosing
PLC and fieldbus components

6.3.2

Control architecture for the advanced demonstrator

The control architecture from the Parcel Robot is based on a PLC-NC-Control manufactured by
Schleicher. One characteristic of this control is a shared memory. The PLC and the NC have
both direct access to this shared memory. Input- and Output-devices (IOs) are connected to the
PLC by BUS or FIELDBUS. Other devices can communicate via TCP-IP. The ParcelKernel, a
main component of the Parcel Robot, will be minimized and optimized to fundamental tasks like
collision detection and motion planning. It will be connected to the PLC via OPC and it will
communicate with the other system components (semantic maps, hybrid planner, etc) over a
new ROS interface. The following picture shows the control architecture referring to Del. 6.1:

PLC
OPC / TCP-IP

SHARED
MEMORY

BUS /
FIELDBUS

Input- /
OutputDevices

NC

SERCOS II

Industrial
Computer /
ParcelKernel
Motion
Planning /
Collision
Detection

TCP-IP

Drives
Robot
Drives

Platform
Drives

Global Task Manager
ROS
Interface

Active Conveyor
Drives

TCP-IP

TCP-IP

ROS

Hybrid
Planner

Semantic
Map

Figure 31: Control Architecture for the laboratory demonstrator

3D Sensing

The Parcel Robot is equipped with six axes. The drive units are connected within a SERCOS
ring. This ring will be enlarged in order for the NC to control the drives for the Active Conveyor.
The platform is already part of the system Parcel Robot and it is driven passively by a telescopic
conveyor belt. If the telescopic conveyor belt is not accurate or strong enough for moving the
Parcel Robot and the Active Conveyor together, it could be necessary to install drives in the
platform, controlling them directly with the NC.
Referring to Del. 6.1 a “Global Task Manager” will communicate to the PLC of the Parcel
Robot/Active Conveyor system. The interface to the ROS environment will be generated and
implemented in the ParcelKernel as part of the Parcel Robot.

7 Evaluation
All the work carried out within RobLog will be evaluated in each milestone. All those task and
sub-task (see glossary in section 7.1) which are considered disciplinary will be evaluated on the
base research results that will be published (1) in papers or articles if deemed appropriate, and
(2) in the review presentations. For those tasks which are considered to be operative, the
consortium will give, in each milestone, (1) a judgment based on the evaluation criteria for that
milestone. Also (2) benchmark measurements will be measured in order to track the
improvement of the systems. The values of such benchmark measurements will be (3)
compared, in each milestone, with the target values for benchmark measurements that have
been previously fixed for each milestone by the consortium. The result of this comparison will be
used to (4) take corrective actions between milestone 3 and 4 and between milestone 4 and 5.
The results of the milestone-wise evaluation will be presented in all future review presentations,
besides being summarized in the final report for the evaluation planned to be published in
deliverable 6.4 (with delivery date at the end of the project). Hereafter (paragraph 7.2) the
definition of the terms in italic in this paragraph is given, before passing to the description of how
the corrective actions will be conducted (paragraph 7.3).
In this section a glossary for the evaluation is first given; then

7.1 Glossary for the evaluation











Task: fist level of deployment of the Description of Work, Annex 1 (e.g. 5.2 Motion
planning and collision avoidance in a 3D dynamic environment). Such task are therefore
already existing and stated in the Description of Work.
Sub-task: second level of deployment of the Description of Work, Annex 1. Sub-tasks
start and end in milestones and they represent the work to be done in a period (between
two milestones) concerning that task. Sub tasks can be operative or disciplinary.
Operative sub-task: it is a sub-task whose result will be integrated in one or both
demonstrators at the end of the period (in the milestone in which the sub-task ends).
Therefore such sub-tasks have been identified by each responsible institution thinking of
the necessary functionalities to be developed and integrated in each demonstrator and in
each milestone.
Disciplinary sub-task: it is a sub-task whose result will not be integrated in any
demonstrator, but will only result in publications or articles and in the Work Package
presentation during the review of the period. For all disciplinary sub-tasks publications
will be the only evaluation criteria.
Unloading phase: deployment of the unloading process through the functionalities of the
system. Such term is explained in paragraph 7.3.2.
Unloading sub-phase: second level of deployment of an unloading phase

7.2 Parameters for the evaluations
7.2.1

Evaluation criteria

In each milestone the consortium has to give a “go/no go” judgment on the work developed
in the last year. In order to enable such evaluation, criteria are fixed for each milestone and

for each demonstrator. Such criteria are indeed “go/no go” ones, which means that either the
consortium has or has not reached its goal for the milestone. The comparison of the result
achieved is based on the accomplishment/failure of the task assigned on the specific
scenario. In case the result for one or both demonstrators will be a “no go”, the consortium
will have to take (identify, plan, actuate, monitor) corrective actions based on the procedure
explained in 7.3.1. Follows an example on the industrial demonstrator in milestone 3:




Scenario: stacks of 5kg sacks neatly piled
Task: identification of boundaries among sacks, positioning, grasping unloading of
the top sack
Evaluation criteria: unloading of the top sack

In the evaluation criteria is assumed that if the top sack is unload, then also the boundaries
among sacks are identified and the robot is able to go in grasping position and grasp. In case
the unloading of the top sack of the pile cannot be performed in milestone 3 by the industrial
demonstrator, the result coming from the evaluation criteria will be a “no go” one. This means
that the consortium will have to take (identify, plan, actuate, monitor) corrective actions based on
the procedure explained in 7.3.1.
7.2.2

Benchmark measurements:

After the first “go/no go” judgment given through the evaluation criteria, it is also important to
track the improvement of the system milestone-wise. Such improvement is tracked by
measuring in each milestone some measurements which are hereafter illustrated.


For the industrial demonstrator:

Time: measured in minutes and seconds [mm:ss], this measurement gives an
overview on the overall efficiency of the machine. When a target value for time
benchmark is given, what is measured is the cycle time for each sack; however an
overall measurement of the total unloading of the container is also interesting
especially in milestone 5, where the system lays in end user conditions.

Precision: this measurement is given in a form of a length interval, measured in
centimeters [cm] and it describes the positional precision the machine is capable of.
For example, when a value of 5cm is given, this means that the system is able to
position the tool center point (TCP) in the space in a sphere of diameter 5cm with
center in the theoretical (planned in respect to an absolute reference system) end
point of the trajectory. In the industrial demonstrator no value is given as a target for
this benchmark measurement, because precision is not sufficient itself to assure
effectiveness; nevertheless it is interesting to track the improvement of the system
in precision for the reasons described in the following paragraph (7.3).

Robustness: such measurement is given as a percentage which represents the
number of successes on the overall number of attempts. An attempt is defined as
success when the evaluation criterion is fulfilled in respect to the specified task
(milestone-wise and demonstrator-wise).





Damage of goods: such measurement is given as a percentage which represents
the number of damaged sacks on the overall number of handled sacks. A sack is
considered to be damaged when it cannot be further used because of tears or holes
that would potentially cause the waste the contained material and therefore the sack
cannot be stored because do not pass the quality inspection.



Costs: measuring the cost is important in order to judge the overall result of the
industrial demonstrator. However, costs that will be judged will not be those
concerning the creation of the demonstrator itself. In milestone 5 an evaluation of
the overall potentiality in an industrial application for the industrial demonstrator will
be possible; such evaluation would enable the calculation of the direct costs and
direct output for the potential “market ready” machine, which will be compared with
the direct costs and output of the process “as is”. This in turn would enable the
calculation of the payback period of the investment for such machine, having
previously fixed several hypotheses of price for the machine itself.

For the advanced demonstrator

Time: measured in minutes and seconds [mm:ss], this measurement gives an
overview on the overall efficiency of the machine. When a target value for time
benchmark is given, what is measured is the cycle time per object; however an
overall measurement of the total unloading of the container is also interesting
especially in milestone 5, where the system lays in end user conditions.

Precision: this measurement is given in a form of a length interval, measured in
centimeters [cm] and it describes the positional precision the machine is capable of.
For example, when a value of 5cm is given, this means that the system is able to
position the tool center point (TCP) in the space in a sphere of diameter 5cm with
center in the theoretical (planned in respect to an absolute reference system) end
point of the trajectory. In the advanced demonstrator a target value for this
benchmark measurement is only given in milestone 3; nevertheless it is interesting
to track the improvement of the system in precision, for the reasons described in the
following paragraph (7.3), also in milestone 4 and 5.

Robustness: such measurement is given as a percentage which represents the
number of successes on the overall number of attempts. An attempt is defined as
success when the evaluation criterion is fulfilled in respect to the specified task
(milestone-wise and demonstrator-wise).

7.2.3

Target values for benchmark measurement:

For some of the benchmark measurements previously described a target value has been
identified by the consortium mostly as in interval between a pessimistic and an optimistic value.
This has been done for each demonstrator and in each milestone, as reported in chapter 4 and 5
(Table 5 and Table 7). In each milestone the target value for the benchmark measurement will
be compared with the real measured benchmark; in case one or more benchmarks
measurements will result not in line with the respective target value, corrective actions will be
applied.

7.3 Corrective actions
As said in the previous section, in each milestone a comparison between the target value for the
benchmark measurement and the real measured benchmark will be operated; corrective actions
will be applied in case one or more benchmarks measurements will result not in line with the
respective target value.
7.3.1

How to use the evaluation process to implement corrective actions

Here is the procedure for actuating a corrective action. In milestone 3 and 4, for each
demonstrator:
0. Measure the respective benchmarks measurements
1. Compare the measured values with the target values reported in this document “Del. 1.1
Target specification” (Table 5 and Table 7)
2. In case a one or more benchmarks exceed the prefixed threshold, for each of the
violations:
a. (1) break down the measurement of such benchmark using the unloading phases
(see next paragraph) and (2) identify which phase of the unloading chain process
is responsible for exceeding the target threshold
b. use milestone-wise sub-tasks tables to identify which sub-tasks are responsible
for the excess of the threshold in that specific unloading phase
c. Define corrective actions on those sub-tasks in order to get overall value of the
benchmark in line for next milestone
d. Monitor the corrective action during the following period
Figure 32 describes the evaluation process up to the corrective actions in milestone 3. The same
is for milestone 4.

Start evaluation process
MS3
0. Measure the
benchmark
measurements
1. Compare
measurements with the
target values

2. Is there one or more benchamark
measurement whose value exceeds the
target threshold?

J

End evaluation
process MS3

≈ 11months
later

Start evaluation
process MS4

L
3.i Break down the
benchmark measurement
through the unloading
phases

3.j Break down the
benchmark measurement
through the unloading
phases

3.etc.. Break down the
benchmark measurement
through the unloading
phases

4.i Identify which
unloading phase is
responsible for exceeding
the threshold

4.j Identify which
unloading phase is
responsible for exceeding
the threshold

4.etc Identify which
unloading phase is
responsible for exceeding
the threshold

5.i Identify the sub-task
which are involved in that
phase(es) using the
milestone-wise sub-task
tables

5.j Identify the sub-task
which are involved in that
phase(es) using the
milestone-wise sub-task
tables

5.etc Identify the sub-task
which are involved in that
phase(es) using the
milestone-wise sub-task
tables

6.i Identify corrective
actions for those subtasks to be operate in
following period

6.j Identify corrective
actions for those subtasks to be operate in
following period

6.etc Identify corrective
actions for those subtasks to be operate in
following period

7.i Monitor
effectiveness of
corrective actions

7.j Monitor
effectiveness of
corrective actions

7.etc Monitor
effectiveness of
corrective actions

K

Highlight
corrective actions
for these tasks in
MS3 review
presentations

Start evaluation
process MS4

Figure 32: evaluation process in MS3

Some important considerations have to be added In order to explain point 2.a and point 2.b,
especially concerning the terms unloading phase (paragraph 7.3.2) and milestone-wise subtasks tables (paragraph 7.3.3).

7.3.2

Unloading phases

In point 2.a the term “unloading phases” is mentioned. Unloading phases represent the
deployment of the unloading process through the functionalities of the system and are meant to
match the vertical view of the project, given by the work packages description, with the
horizontal view given by the functionalities implemented in the demonstrators. In other words
they represent the horizontal dimension of integration of the project, which links outputs of each
work package and enabling integration. This will allow the demonstrators to fulfill the task they
are designed for.
The unloading phases are different in the two demonstrators, because scenarios, tasks and
hardware are different. In order to create such phases the unloading cycle of each demonstrator,
in its complete version of milestone 5, has been analyzed and broken down. Functionality has
been used as a driver for the identification of the end of a phase and the beginning of the
following one. Hereafter the phases for the industrial and the advanced demonstrator are
reported together with the unloading sub-phases which only represent a further level of
deployment which has been deemed necessary for some of the phases. The responsible
institution for each phase is also mentioned in order to ease the process of corrective actions.

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

a. Industrial scenario demonstrator (phases and sub-phases)
Object Modeling and Recognition
1.1. Initial Calibration of Inter-Sensor Geometric Transforms (ORU): (offline)
1.2. Object Database Model Acquisition (JACOBS): (offline)
1.3. Object Geometry Representation (ORU)
1.4. Object Recognition (JACOBS)
Semantic 3D Map
2.1. Object-Localization in Semantic 3D Map (JACOBS & ORU)
2.2. Visualization of Semantic 3D Map (JACOBS)
2.3. Object Tracking (JACOBS)
2.4. Predictive Modeling, Anticipation and Learning (JACOBS)
Planner decision (ORU)
3.1. Generation of symbolic & non-symbolic descriptions of what is perceived (ORU)
3.2. Using the above description to generate a sequence of symbolic actions to offload the
"best objects", without considering uncertainty (ORU)
3.3. Using the above description to generate a sequence of symbolic actions to offload the
"best objects", considering uncertainty (ORU)
Gripper positioning (BIBA)
Grasping process (UNIPI)

b. Advanced scenario demonstrator (phases and sub-phases)
1. Object Modeling and Recognition
1.1. Initial Calibration of Inter-Sensor Geometric Transforms (ORU): (offline)
1.2. Object Database Model Acquisition (JACOBS): (offline)
1.3. Object Geometry Representation (ORU)
1.4. Object Recognition (JACOBS)
2. Semantic 3D Map

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

2.1. Object-Localization in Semantic 3D Map (JACOBS & ORU)
2.2. Visualization of Semantic 3D Map (JACOBS)
2.3. Object Tracking (JACOBS)
2.4. Predictive Modeling, Anticipation and Learning
Planner decision (ORU)
3.1. Generation of symbolic & non-symbolic descriptions of what is perceived (ORU)
3.2. Using the above description to generate a sequence of symbolic actions to offload the
"best objects", without considering uncertainty (ORU)
3.3. Using the above description to generate a sequence of symbolic actions to offload the
"best objects", considering uncertainty (ORU)
Gripper positioning (BIBA)
Grasping process (UNIPI)
Handling until releasing point (BIBA)
Releasing process (UNIPI)
Home positioning (BIBA)

7.3.3

An instrument for corrective actions: milestone-wise sub-tasks tables

In point 2.b of the procedure for operating corrective actions it is stated:
Use milestone-wise sub-tasks tables to identify which sub-tasks are responsible for the excess
of the threshold in that specific unloading phase
In case points 0 to 4 in Figure 32 have been successfully completed, still what needs to be
changed and who will be responsible for such changes has to be define. Indicating the
responsible institution for each phase as in section 7.3.2 is not enough, because such
notification it is still not linked with the work packages description in the Annex 1 (grant
agreement) and it is therefore still a weak commitment.
In order to support the consortium to implement the needed corrective actions, corrective actions
have to be identified and bound with the involved work packages and therefore with the
consequent responsibilities upon which the consortium already agreed in the Annex 1.
A tool has been created by the management in order to fill exactly such gap. It consists in
milestone-wise sub-tasks tables to be compiled for each (not yet completed) task of each WP.
Each table has been compiled by respective responsible institution. This tool is also useful in
order to clarify which result will be out of that specific task in each milestone and if (1) such
result will be integrated in one or both demonstrators, or if (2) the result is disciplinary
(publication(s)) and therefore only to be presented in the review presentations. Information
coming from such tables is also useful as guidelines for the new version of the Gantt chart and
for the more detailed milestone descriptions, which are part of the updated Annex 1.
The linkage with the unloading phases of each sub-task is here explicated (lines 4 and 7 of the
table) as well as the benchmark measurements are here (lines 5 and 8) reported in order to
ease the evaluations and the corrective actions.

NB: the benchmark measurements reported in these tables might go more in detail in respect to
those presented in section 7.2.3. This is because the ones previously presented are meant to be
overall benchmark measurement for the system(s), while those reported in these tables are
meant to be the deployment of the previous ones at level of sub-task. In other words these
benchmark measurements reported in these tables could be considered sub-tasks evaluation
criteria necessary to operate the potential corrective actions.
Hereafter first the framework for such tables is reported; what follows is the example on task 5.2.
All tables from all tasks are reported in Appendix II: milestone-wise sub-tasks tables”.


Tables framework:

Institution:
Task number:
Task title:
Task type:
MS3

MS4

1 Sub-task Title
2 Disciplinary sub-task: result to be
presented in review meeting
3 Operative sub-task: results to be
presented/ demonstrated for the industrial
demonstrator
4 Linkage with unloading phase/ sub-phase
of industrial demonstrator
5 Benchmarks for the industrial
demonstrator (for each one please state
also the measuring procedure)
6 Operative sub-task: results to be
presented/ demonstrated for the
advanced demonstrator
7 Linkage with unloading phase/ sub-phase
of advanced demonstrator
8 Benchmarks for the advanced
demonstrator (for each one please state
also the measuring procedure)
Table 11: milestone-wise sub-tasks tables framework

MS5



Table example: task 5.2 Motion planning and collision avoidance in a 3D dynamic
environment

Institution: BIBA
Task number: 5.2
Task title: Motion Planning and collision avoidance in a 3D dynamic environment
Task type: operative
MS3
1 Sub-task Title

5.2M3_Collision free
trajectory

MS4

MS5

5.2M4_Collision free
trajectory and physical
collision detection

5.2M5_Collision free
trajectory and physical
collision detection with
imminent collision
avoidance

2 Disciplinary subtask: result to be
presented in
review meeting
3 Operative subtask: results to
be presented/
demonstrated for
the industrial
demonstrator




Trajectory
planning
Collision free
trajectory





Trajectory
planning
Collision free
trajectory
Physical
collision
detection







4 Linkage with
unloading phase/
sub-phase of
industrial
demonstrator
5 Benchmarks for
the industrial
demonstrator (for
each one please
state also the
measuring

4 – Gripper positioning






Time
Robustness
Damage of
goods
Damage of the
hardware

4 – Gripper positioning






Time
Robustness
Damage of
goods
Damage of the
hardware

Trajectory
planning
Collision free
trajectory
Physical
collision
detection
Imminent
collision
avoidance

4 – Gripper positioning






Time
Robustness
Damage of
goods
Damage of the

procedure)

hardware


6 Operative subtask: results to
be presented/
demonstrated for
the advanced
demonstrator



Trajectory
planning
Collision free
trajectory







Trajectory
planning
Collision free
trajectory
Physical
collision
detection






7 Linkage with
unloading phase/
sub-phase of
advanced
demonstrator

Trajectory
planning
Collision free
trajectory
Physical
collision
detection
Imminent
collision
avoidance

4 – Gripper positioning

4 – Gripper positioning

4 – Gripper positioning

6 – Handling until
releasing point

6 – Handling until
releasing point

6 – Handling until
releasing point

8 – Home positioning

8 – Home positioning

8 – Home positioning





8 Benchmarks for
the advanced
demonstrator (for
each one please
state also the
measuring
procedure)



Time
Robustness
Damage of
goods
Damage of the
hardware






Time
Robustness
Damage of
goods
Damage of the
hardware






Time
Robustness
Damage of
goods
Damage of the
hardware

Table 12: milestone-wise sub-task table example – Task 5.2

7.4 Reports for the evaluations
In the following table the publication of the results coming from the evaluation process is
milestone-wise described.
Milestone

Report for the evaluations published in:

MS3



Review presentations for period II: in the description of the work done
for each task there will be also a statement on potential corrective
actions to be taken for milestone 4

MS4



Review presentations for period III: in the description of the work done
for each task there will be also a statement on potential corrective
actions to be taken for milestone 5

MS5



Deliverable 6.4 “Report of test and evaluation” will contain the tracking

of the improvement of the demonstrators. All benchmark
measurement will be tracked and the result of (prospective) corrective
actions will be highlighted
Table 13: reports for evaluations

8 Conclusions
In this document, after a brief introduction to the project environment and objectives, the
potential market application has been explained (chapter 22.1): such section highlighted the
worldwide and European demand in transportation of goods via containers, with a specific focus
on cuboid goods and sack-shaped goods, which represent the most of the transported goods.
After this overview, chapter 3 explained first the reasons of the challenge in designing and
developing an autonomous system for unloading containers (section 3.1); then the RobLog
approach for facing the challenge has been presented in section 3.2 and hereafter summarized.
Within RobLog the RobLog consortium will design, develop and test two demonstrators:




an advanced demonstrator which, quoting the description of work (Annex 1), “will be
dedicated to the scientific aspects illustrating the medium to long-term application
potential by considering unloading of various, previously unknown objects in a laboratory
setting”. Such demonstrator will act under relaxed constrains, enabling the research work
that will lead to the realization of the cognitive software package, as well as its validation
in such relaxed constrains. This advanced demonstrator is meant to be a first version of
a real general purpose unloading machine, able to learn how to deal with previously
unknown objects.
an industrial demonstrator which, quoting the description of work (Annex 1), “will
integrate the project results in a selected industrial setting, thus showing the economic
relevance by handling deformable heavy objects, namely coffee-bags, in a real end-user
setting”. In other words it is possible to state that this industrial demonstrator is meant to
be the technology transfer of the advanced one in a real industrial application. In respect
to the previous one for example, this demonstrator needs a more robust hardware
architecture, but does not need a general purpose gripper.

Even though the two demonstrators need two different hardware architectures, due to the
different tasks they are designed for, it is important to highlight that the cognitive software
package running on both is exactly the same: it will be developed and tested mainly on the base
of the advanced demonstrator (due to its more challenging tasks), but it will be optimised and
made more reliable for the industrial one.
In chapter 4 and 5 the specifications of the two demonstrators to be designed in RobLog have
been given, while chapter 6 highlighted the synergies and common components between the
two demonstrators.
Chapter 0 has been entirely dedicated to the evaluation: first parameters for the evaluation have
been given and then the process for evaluating result and performing corrective actions has
been explained. Appendix I: hardware components) is a glossary for the hardware mentioned
along the whole document.
As explained in section 7.3.3, particular importance is given by the RobLog project management
to the tables in Appendix II: milestone-wise sub-tasks tables). This tool is useful in order to clarify
which result will be out of a specific task in each milestone and if (1) such result will be

integrated in one or both demonstrators, or if (2) the result is disciplinary (publication(s)) and
therefore only to be presented in the review presentations. Information coming from such tables
is also useful as guidelines for the new version of the Gantt chart and for the more detailed
milestone descriptions, which are part of the updated Annex 1. Also these tables are the main
instrument for implementing corrective actions: corrective actions have indeed to be identified
and bound with the involved work packages and therefore with the consequent responsibilities
upon which the consortium already agreed in the Annex 1. Such milestone-wise sub-tasks tables
accomplish this bondage assuring the commitment of the whole consortium to the RobLog
results.
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10 Appendix I: hardware components
10.1 Platforms:
10.1.1 Active conveyor
The Active Conveyor, developed in BIBA, consists of a motor driven parallel-knee-lever
kinematic, on which conveyors are mounted (3 driven roller conveyors and 1 passive wheel
matt). Due to the special configuration of the kinematic chain, the conveyors can be moved in
the vertical axis following an absolute vertical path. The Active Conveyor can reach all positions
of the vertical axis, from floor up to the ceiling of the container.

Figure 33: active conveyor integrated with the Parcel Robot

Figure 34: active conveyor kinematic scheme

10.1.2 Empticon/ reinforced Empticon
The Empticon is a semi-automatic system with a 3 axels kinematics for unloading of parcels out
of 20 or 40 feet containers. The movement of the axels is controlled by an operator through a
remoter; then the grasping of goods is triggered with a button by the operator and the automatic
grasping take place. Such machine is able to grasp up to 3 parcels per grasping cycle for a
potentiality up to 600 parcels per hour. With the term reinforced Empticon a new version of the
Empticon machine is meant: this would be reinforced and strengthened as described before
Figure 37.

Figure 35: the Empticon system

10.1.3 Head of Empticon
The head of the Empticon, which can be considered the gripper of the machine, is made up by
parallel narrow rubber conveyor belts which are always actuated: their function is to transport the
grasped parcels away from the gripper. The proper grasping takes place thanks to seven suction
cups that come out from the space in-between the rubber belts with an alternate movement: the
compressed air enables the grasping until the suction cups have dragged the goods in a zone of
the head in which the friction force enables the rubber belts to take away the goods. At this point
the suction cup disappear under the surface of the belts to enable to passage of the goods,
coming out again on the top of the head for a new grasping cycle. Such process is described in
figure Figure 39 (even though here the suction cups have been replaced with needle grippers).

Figure 36: head of the Empticon with suction cups grippers

Analysing the Empticon (Figure 35) two things are clear at first glance:



It is not design for heavy loads
It is not designed to grasp deformable and porous items.

As a matter of fact the payload of such a system cannot exceed 40 kg and the gripping device
consists of suction cups (Figure 36), which are not suitable for grasping porous surfaces, such
as jute or other tissues. The kinematic of the machine seems however to fulfil the requirements
of the industry unloading scenario.
Modifications to the head of the Empticon in order to enable the grasping of sack-shaped goods
will be the first step to prove the validity of such a platform to fulfil the industrial scenario
requirements. The second step will be the upgrade of the final part of the Empticon (preceding
and sustaining the head of the Empticon, shown in Figure 37), in order to enable the handling of
heavy items.

Figure 37: final part of the Empticon machine

In the following figures some of the proposed modifications are presented.

Figure 38: needle grippers with linear actuation

Figure 38 shows how the head of the Empticon could be modified in order to enable the
grasping of porous object; needles gripping devices are indeed replacing the suction cups. The
principle of actuation is thought in order to reduce to the minimum the impact on the existing
solution: such grippers are indeed actuated by compressed air and through a linear axis. In
Figure 39 the process of grasping is shown in six steps

Figure 39: grasping process of modified head of Empticon with needles grippers

In Figure 40 a different grasping principle for the head of the Empticon is presented. It consists
of a three fingers gripper, one of these even further articulated, all of them surrounded by a
selectively activated belt composed by rubber frames. Such gripper could be manufactured in
different scales; this would enable both the assembly on the head of the Empticon (therefore big
scale and replacing the existing one in Figure 36) and the assembly as an end-effector of a
general purpose robot (smaller scale). Further technical details concerning this conceptual
solution for the grasping are presented in Del. 2.3 concerning Work Package 2 of the RobLog
project.

Figure 40: three fingers gripper, with middle finger further articulated

10.1.4 Parcel robot
The parcel robot, shown in figure 4, is a 4-axis kinematic system able to unload containers with a
rate up to 500 parcels per hour. Cuboid goods in the range of 200 mm to 600 mm for each edge
length and a weight of up to 31.5 kg are suited to be automatically unloaded through this system.
The possibility to extend the parcel robot up to 6-axis kinematic, with modular grippers and a
telescopic belt conveyor, gives the system the necessary flexibility in order to reach all parcels
positions [3]. Such system is considered to be autonomous but not cognitive. The highest
cognitive feature of this system is indeed the decision about which parcel is easiest to grasp for
each step of the unload procedure, in order to have an efficient and collision free trajectory for
every movement of the kinematic chain of the robot. This feature stays however within the
borders of the definition of an autonomous robot system. These concepts have been explained
in the introduction of this document.
Here some link for on-line media.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CsHfbdnyHAE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gh9uwKzt6ng

Figure 41: parcel robot

10.2 Grippers:
10.2.1 Velvet gripper
The Velvet gripper (Figure 42) is an under-actuated hand composed by two identical fingers with
two phalanges for each one. On the inner side of each finger an actuated and controlled plane
belt acquires in contact with the grasped object, increasing so the manipulation capability. The
kinematic model of each finger is a planar RR manipulator and its free closure is V-shaped.
When the first link is fixing by the contact forces of the body, the second one go on to rotate until
the object is completely grasped; thus the fingers tend to envelop themselves around the
objects.

33

Figure 42: The Velvet fingers.

Publications:


Vinicio Tincani, Manuel G. Catalano, Edoardo Farnioli, Manolo Garabini, Giorgio Grioli,
Gualtiero Fantoni and Antonio Bicchi. Velvet Fingers: A Dexterous Gripper with
Active Surfaces. In International Conference of Robotics and Automation - IROS 2012
10.2.2 Needle rolls

A roller equipped with needles is longitudinally attached to the front of the Empticon®/Activeconveyor gripping apparatus. The gripping apparatus with his roller is carefully introduced to the
scheduled bag and put into rotation. Numerous needles are pushed into the tissue of the bag
and is pulled off from its bag underneath. The rotation of the roller moves the bag onto the
conveyor belt from where it is dispatched. Circumferential speed of the roller and transportation
speed of the conveyor belt must be coordinated and are the only drives of the concept. The

gripper is designed to not engage other bags. A drive with freely controllable speed of rotation
prevents jerky grasping and damaging the bag’s tissue structure. With regard to the roller width
one must be aware that undesired bags lying to the sides can be partially attacked.

Figure 43: Empticon with needle rolls

Studies have shown that the needle roller is able to grasp and drag a coffee bag under certain
circumstances. For the realization the gripping unit is equipped with a bent metal sheet that
provides several pockets for the rotating needles and thus enables loosening the contact
between tissue and needle.

Figure 44: needle rolls, view 1

Figure 45: needle rolls, view 2

The roller movement is set into rotation by a single speed high momentum supplying roller drive
which is covered by six additional cylinders carrying the needles. The excentrical positioning of
metal sheet and roller allows the needles to let go of the coffee bag and avoids damaging its
tissue. As illustrated on the right picture above the concept can be adjusted in several aspects.
First the entire gripping module can be yawed around the pivot in the center of circular arrow,
secondly the roller drive can be moved up and down along an elongated hole at the front. Finally
even the depth of the needles can be positioned as intended. By the right positioning of all three
adjustments the gripping unit is able to constantly grip and convey coffee bags.
The following pictures show the implemented hardware for physical tests. With this set up, it is
possible to unload and convey coffee bags with a reduced weight.

Figure 46: prototype of needle rolls implemented on the Active Conveyor

Figure 47: needle rolls implemented on the Active Conveyor

10.2.3 Needle gripper
The needle gripper is actuated by a compressed air piston, which is connected by a crank
mechanism to a sliding element. When the compressed air is turned on, the slide translates, and
the hooks rotate around their axis, punching and grasping the object. A CAD model representing
a possible solution is presented in Figure 48Error! Reference source not found..

Figure 48: Side view of the needle finger.

10.2.4 Needle finger
The needle finger is composed of two or more concurrent elements, whose surfaces are covered
with a conveyor system having high friction properties. Thus, stapled tissue or high friction
rubber belts can be used for the grasping of the objects. By actuating the belts, the needle finger
grasps and manipulates the object. Still no CAD file is available.

10.3 Sensors
10.3.1 Tilting laser scanner
A 2d laser scanner (specifically a Sick sensor model LMS200) is mounted over an actuation
module (Schunk module). The actuation module will tilt the 2d laser scanner. An algorithm puts
together all the 2d scanned layers and generates a point cloud like the one in Figure 50.

Figure 49: tilting 2D laser scanner (LMS 200) actuated by Schunk-module

Figure 50: 3d point cloud

10.3.2 Kinect
Kinect is a motion sensing input device by Microsoft for the Xbox 360 video game
console and Windows PCs. Based around a webcam-style add-on peripheral for the Xbox 360
console, it enables users to control and interact with the Xbox 360 without the need to touch
a game controller, through a natural user interface using gestures and spoken commands.

Figure 51: Kinect sensor

11 Appendix II: milestone-wise sub-tasks tables

Institution: UNIPI
Task number: 2.3
Task title: Sensor Integration and Gripper Control
Task type: operative

1

Sub-task Title

2

Disciplinary sub-task: result to
be presented in review meeting
Operative sub-task: results to
be presented/ demonstrated for
the industrial demonstrator

4

Industrial

3

5

7

8

Advanced

6

MS3
Sensorized in
gripper

scale Sensors
gripper

MS4
integrated

MS5
into

1:1 Integration



Choice of the
 Integrated gripper with
 Integrated gripper with
sensors
sensors
sensors
 design of the
control system
Linkage with unloading phase/ 5. Grasping process
5. Grasping process
5. Grasping process
sub-phase
of
industrial 7. Releasing process
7. Releasing process
7. Releasing process
demonstrator
Benchmark for the industrial
 Sensing time
 Sensing time
 Sensing time
demonstrator (for each one
 Reliability
 Reliability
 Reliability
please
state
also
the
measuring procedure)
Operative sub-task: results to
 Choice of the
 Integration
 Integration
be presented/ demonstrated for
sensors
 real sensing of presence
 real sensing of presence
the advanced demonstrator
 design of the
and exerted forces on
and exerted forces on
control system
boxes, teddy bear, barrel
boxes, teddy bear, barrel
Linkage with unloading phase/ 5. Grasping process
5. Grasping process
5. Grasping process
sub-phase
of
advanced 7. Releasing process
7. Releasing process
7. Releasing process
demonstrator
Benchmark for the advanced
 Sensing time
 Sensing time
 Sensing time
demonstrator(for each one
 Reliability
 Reliability
 Reliability
please
state
also
the
measuring procedure)
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Institution: UNIPI
Task number: 2.4
Task title: Design and testing of a functional prototype
Task type: operative

1
2

Sub-task Title
Disciplinary sub-task: result to
be presented in review meeting
Operative sub-task: results to
be presented/ demonstrated
for the industrial demonstrator

3

5

Industrial

4

7

8

Advanced

6

MS3
Basic grasping

MS4
Grasping and sensing

MS5
Integration



Light sacks grasping,
 Sacks
grasping,
 Integration in the
holding and releasing
holding and releasing
industrial robot
without
sensor
with sensor feedback
feedback
Linkage with unloading phase/ 5. Grasping process
5. Grasping process
5. Grasping process
sub-phase
of
industrial 7. Releasing process
7. Releasing process
7. Releasing process
demonstrator
Benchmark for the industrial
 Grasping time
 Grasping time
 Grasping time
demonstrator (for each one
 Reliability (% grasping
 Reliability
(%
 Reliability
(%
please
state
also
the
success and % holding
grasping success and
grasping success and
measuring procedure)
success)
% holding success)
% holding success)
 Damages on goods
 Damages on goods
 Damages on goods
and hardware
and hardware
and hardware
Operative sub-task: results to
 Box grasping
 Objects (boxes, teddy
 Objects (boxes, teddy
be presented/ demonstrated
bear, barrel) grasping
bear, barrel) grasping
for the advanced demonstrator
Linkage with unloading phase/ 5. Grasping process
5. Grasping process
5. Grasping process
sub-phase
of
advanced 7. Releasing process
7. Releasing process
7. Releasing process
demonstrator
Benchmark for the advanced
 Grasping time
 Grasping time
 Grasping time
demonstrator(for each one
 Reliability (% grasping
 Reliability
(%
 Reliability
(%
please
state
also
the
success and % holding
grasping success and
grasping success and
measuring procedure)
success)
% holding success)
% holding success)
85

Institution: ORU
Task number: 3.1
Task title: Sensor pre-processing and fusion
Task type: operative

1 Sub-task Title

2 Disciplinary sub-task: result to
be presented in review meeting
3 Operative sub-task: results to
be presented/ demonstrated for
the industrial demonstrator

MS3
MS4
3.1M3_Sensor calibration and pre- 3.1M4_Sensor calibration and preprocessing
processing and fusion and active sensing

MS5

 Automatically calibrated 3D range
information
information
 rough uncertainty estimates
 uncertainty estimates and error
and error models
model
4 Linkage with unloading phase/ Phase 1.1 – Object modeling and Phase 1.1 – Object modeling and
sub-phase
of
industrial recognition / Initial Calibration of recognition / Initial Calibration of Interdemonstrator
Inter-Sensor
Geometric Sensor Geometric Transforms
Transforms
5 Benchmarks for the industrial
demonstrator

 calibrated 3D range




Preprocessing and filtering
time (200ms per 10K ordered
points)
calibration accuracy, run time
and repeatability





6 Operative sub-task: results to
be presented/ demonstrated for
the advanced demonstrator

 calibrated 3D range


information
rough uncertainty estimates
and models






Preprocessing, filtering and
fusion time (100ms per 10K
ordered points)
model quality improvement using
sensor fusion (MSE from ground
truth model)
calibration accuracy, run time and
repeatability
Automatically calibrated 3D range
information
uncertainty estimates and models
active sensing for increased
model precision especially for
unknown objects
86

7 Linkage with unloading phase/ Phase 1.1 – Object modeling and Phase 1.1 – Object modeling and
sub-phase
of
advanced recognition / Initial Calibration of recognition / Initial Calibration of Interdemonstrator
Inter-Sensor
Geometric Sensor Geometric Transforms
Transforms
8 Benchmarks for the advanced
demonstrator




Preprocessing and filtering
time (200ms per 10K ordered
points)
calibration accuracy, run time
and repeatability






Preprocessing, filtering and
fusion time (100ms per 10K
ordered points)
model quality improvement using
sensor fusion (MSE from ground
truth model)
calibration accuracy, run time and
repeatability

87

Institution: ORU
Task number: 3.2
Task title: Bounded surface representation
Task type: operative

1 Sub-task Title

MS3
3.2M3_Bounded
representation - objects

MS4
MS5
surface 3.2M4_Bounded
surface 3.2M5_Bounded
surface
representation – objects and map representation – objects, map
and unknown objects

2 Disciplinary
sub-task:
result to be presented in
review meeting
3 Operative
sub-task:
 detected objects can be
 detected objects can be
 detected objects can be
results to be presented/
represented using BSR
represented using BSR
represented using BSR
demonstrated for the
 semantic map can be
 semantic map can be
industrial demonstrator
represented using BSR
represented using BSR
4 Linkage with unloading Phase 1.3 – Object modeling and Phase 1.3 – Object modeling and Phase 1.3 – Object modeling and
phase/ sub-phase of recognition / Object Geometry recognition / Object Geometry recognition / Object Geometry
industrial demonstrator
Representation
Representation
Representation
5 Benchmarks
for
the
 Representation accuracy,
 Representation accuracy,
 Representation accuracy,
industrial demonstrator
compactness
compactness
compactness
(for each one please
state also the measuring
procedure)
6 Operative
sub-task:
 detected objects can be
 detected objects can be
 detected objects can be
results to be presented/
represented using BSR
represented using BSR
represented using BSR
demonstrated for the
 semantic map can be
 semantic map can be
advanced demonstrator
represented using BSR
represented using BSR
 BSR used in recognizing
and modeling unknown
objects
7 Linkage with unloading Phase 1.3 – Object modeling and Phase 1.3 – Object modeling and Phase 1.3 – Object modeling and
88

phase/ sub-phase of recognition / Object Geometry recognition / Object Geometry recognition / Object Geometry
advanced demonstrator
Representation
Representation
Representation
8 Benchmarks
for
the
 Representation accuracy,
 Representation accuracy,
 Representation accuracy,
advanced demonstrator
compactness
compactness
compactness
(for each one please
state also the measuring
procedure)

BSR = bounded surface representation

89

Institution: ORU
Task number: 3.3
Task title: Modeling Shape Deformations
Task type: disciplinary/operative

1
2

3

4

5

MS3
MS4
Sub-task Title
3.3M3_Modeling
Shape 3.3M4_Modeling
Shape
Deformations - review
Deformations – building models
Disciplinary
sub-task: Technical report on shape
result to be presented in deformations for objects,
review meeting
represented by bounded
surfaces / feature points
Operative
sub-task:
 deformable object models
results to be presented/
demonstrated
for
the
industrial demonstrator
Linkage with unloading
Phase 1.3 and 1.4 – Object
phase/
sub-phase
of
modeling and recognition / Object
industrial demonstrator
Geometry
Representation,
Object Recognition
Benchmarks
for
the
 accuracy of predicted
industrial
demonstrator
deformations, given a
(for each one please state
known object model and
also
the
measuring
object configuration
procedure)

6 Operative
sub-task:
results to be presented/
demonstrated
for
the
advanced demonstrator
7 Linkage with unloading
phase/
sub-phase
of



deformable object models

MS5
3.3M5_Modeling
Shape
Deformations – improved models



deformable object models

Phase 1.3 and 1.4 – Object
modeling and recognition / Object
Geometry
Representation,
Object Recognition
 accuracy of predicted
deformations, given a
known object model and
object configuration


deformable object models

Phase 1.3 and 1.4 – Object Phase 1.3 and 1.4 – Object
modeling and recognition / Object modeling and recognition / Object
90

advanced demonstrator
8 Benchmarks
for
the
advanced
demonstrator
(for each one please state
also
the
measuring
procedure)

Geometry
Representation, Geometry
Representation,
Object Recognition
Object Recognition
 accuracy of predicted
 accuracy of predicted
deformations, given a
deformations, given a
known object model and
known object model and
object configuration
object configuration
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Institution: ORU
Task number: 3.4
Task title: Feature based object detection and recognition
Task type: operative

1 Sub-task Title
2 Disciplinary sub-task:
result to be presented in
review meeting
3 Operative sub-task: results
to be presented/
demonstrated for the
industrial demonstrator

4 Linkage with unloading
phase/ sub-phase of
industrial demonstrator
5 Benchmarks for the
industrial demonstrator (for
each one please state also
the measuring procedure)

6 Operative sub-task: results
to be presented/
demonstrated for the

MS3
3.4M3_Feature based object
detection and recognition




Classification of object
type
Target object position
and orientation
estimation

Phase 1.4 – Object modeling
and recognition / Object
Recognition
 pose accuracy
 classification accuracy
and robustness
(precision/recall, ROC
curves)
 cycle runtime
 scalability to number of
objects in database
 Classification of object
type
 Target object position

MS4
3.4M4_Feature based object
detection and recognition




Classification of object
type
Target object position
and orientation
estimation

Phase 1.4 – Object modeling
and recognition / Object
Recognition
 pose accuracy
 classification accuracy
and robustness
(precision/recall, ROC
curves)
 cycle runtime
 scalability to number of
objects in database
 Classification of object
type
 Target object position

MS5
3.5M5_ Feature based rigid
object detection and recognition




Classification of object
type
Target object position
and orientation
estimation

Phase 1.4 – Object modeling
and recognition / Object
Recognition
 pose accuracy
 classification accuracy
and robustness
(precision/recall, ROC
curves)
 cycle runtime
 scalability to number of
objects in database
 Classification of object
type
 Target object position
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advanced demonstrator

and orientation
estimation

and orientation
estimation


7 Linkage with unloading
phase/ sub-phase of
advanced demonstrator
8 Benchmarks for the
advanced demonstrator
(for each one please state
also the measuring
procedure)

Phase 1.4 – Object modeling
and recognition / Object
Recognition
 pose accuracy
 classification accuracy
and robustness
(precision/recall, ROC
curves)
 cycle runtime
 scalability to number of
objects in database

Phase 1.4 – Object modeling
and recognition / Object
Recognition
 pose accuracy
 classification accuracy
and robustness
(precision/recall, ROC
curves)
 cycle runtime
 scalability to number of
objects in database

and orientation
estimation
Detection of unknown
objects

Phase 1.4 – Object modeling
and recognition / Object
Recognition
 pose accuracy
 classification accuracy
and robustness
(precision/recall, ROC
curves)
 cycle runtime
 scalability to number of
objects in database
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Institution: JACOBS
Task number: 3.5
Task title: Shape based rigid object detection and recognition
Task type: operative

1 Sub-task Title
2 Disciplinary sub-task:
result to be presented in
review meeting
3 Operative sub-task: results
to be presented/
demonstrated for the
industrial demonstrator

4 Linkage with unloading
phase/ sub-phase of
industrial demonstrator
5 Benchmarks for the
industrial demonstrator (for
each one please state also
the measuring procedure)

6 Operative sub-task: results
to be presented/
demonstrated for the

MS3
3.5M3_ Shape based rigid
object detection and recognition




Classification of object
type
Target object position
and orientation
estimation

Phase 1.4 – Object modeling
and recognition / Object
Recognition
 pose accuracy
 classification accuracy
and robustness
(precision/recall, ROC
curves)
 cycle runtime
 scalability to number of
objects in database
 Classification of object
type
 Target object position

MS4
3.5M4_ Shape based rigid
object detection and recognition




Classification of object
type
Target object position
and orientation
estimation

Phase 1.4 – Object modeling
and recognition / Object
Recognition
 pose accuracy
 classification accuracy
and robustness
(precision/recall, ROC
curves)
 cycle runtime
 scalability to number of
objects in database
 Classification of object
type
 Target object position

MS5
3.5M5_ Shape based rigid
object detection and recognition




Classification of object
type
Target object position
and orientation
estimation

Phase 1.4 – Object modeling
and recognition / Object
Recognition
 pose accuracy
 classification accuracy
and robustness
(precision/recall, ROC
curves)
 cycle runtime
 scalability to number of
objects in database
 Classification of object
type
 Target object position
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advanced demonstrator

and orientation
estimation

and orientation
estimation


7 Linkage with unloading
phase/ sub-phase of
advanced demonstrator
8 Benchmarks for the
advanced demonstrator
(for each one please state
also the measuring
procedure)

Phase 1.4 – Object modeling
and recognition / Object
Recognition
 pose accuracy
 classification accuracy
and robustness
(precision/recall, ROC
curves)
 cycle runtime
 scalability to number of
objects in database

Phase 1.4 – Object modeling
and recognition / Object
Recognition
 pose accuracy
 classification accuracy
and robustness
(precision/recall, ROC
curves)
 cycle runtime
 scalability to number of
objects in database

and orientation
estimation
Detection of unknown
objects

Phase 1.4 – Object modeling
and recognition / Object
Recognition
 pose accuracy
 classification accuracy
and robustness
(precision/recall, ROC
curves)
 cycle runtime
 scalability to number of
objects in database
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Institution: JACOBS
Task number: 3.6
Task title: Shape based deformable object detection and recognition
Task type: operative
MS3
1 Sub-task Title

2 Disciplinary sub-task: result to be
presented in review meeting
3 Operative sub-task: results to be
presented/ demonstrated for the
industrial demonstrator

MS4
3.6M4_Shape based deformable
object detection and recognition –
rigid skeleton





4 Linkage with unloading phase/
sub-phase of industrial
demonstrator
5 Benchmarks for the industrial
demonstrator (for each one please
state also the measuring
procedure)

Phase 1.4 – Object modeling and
recognition / Object Recognition






6 Operative sub-task: results to be

Classification of object type
Target object position and
orientation estimation
target objects that can be
modeled using a skeleton of
rigid body parts (using the
results from task 3.3)



MS5
3.6M5_Shape based deformable
object detection and recognition fully deformable





Classification of object type
Target object position and
orientation estimation
more general deformation
models considered (using
the results from task 3.3)

Phase 1.4 – Object modeling and
recognition / Object Recognition

pose accuracy
classification accuracy and
robustness (precision/recall,
ROC curves)
cycle runtime
scalability to number of
objects in database




Classification of object type






pose accuracy
classification accuracy and
robustness
(precision/recall, ROC
curves)
cycle runtime
scalability to number of
objects in database
Classification of object type
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presented/ demonstrated for the
advanced demonstrator




7 Linkage with unloading phase/
sub-phase of advanced
demonstrator
8 Benchmarks for the advanced
demonstrator (for each one please
state also the measuring
procedure)

Target object position and
orientation estimation
target objects that can be
modeled using a skeleton of
rigid body parts (using the
results from task 3.3)

Phase 1.4 – Object modeling and
recognition / Object Recognition






pose accuracy
classification accuracy and
robustness (precision/recall,
ROC curves)
cycle runtime
scalability to number of
objects in database




Target object position and
orientation estimation
more general deformation
models considered (using
the results from task 3.3)

Phase 1.4 – Object modeling and
recognition / Object Recognition






pose accuracy
classification accuracy and
robustness
(precision/recall, ROC
curves)
cycle runtime
scalability to number of
objects in database
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Institution: ORU
Task number: 3.7
Task title: Set-up and tests in sub-scenarios
Task type: disciplinary

1
2

3
4
5

6
7
8

MS3
Sub-task Title
3.7M3_Set-up and tests
in sub-scenarios
Disciplinary sub-task: result to be presented Set up of tests for object
in review meeting
recognition,
overhead
time for reports etc.
Operative sub-task: results to be presented/
demonstrated for the industrial demonstrator
Linkage with unloading phase/ sub-phase of
industrial demonstrator
Benchmarks for the industrial demonstrator
(for each one please state also the
measuring procedure)
Operative sub-task: results to be presented/
demonstrated for the advanced demonstrator
Linkage with unloading phase/ sub-phase of
advanced demonstrator
Benchmarks for the advanced demonstrator
(for each one please state also the
measuring procedure)

MS4

MS5
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Institution: JACOBS
Task number: 4.1
Task title: Fusion of Perception Modalities
Task type: disciplinary

1 Sub-task Title
2 Disciplinary
sub-task:
result to be presented in
review meeting

MS3
4.1M3_Object Database Creation





Point-cloud and color
based model creation by
sensor data-collection and
pose-registration for
objects of interest.
Visual feature extraction.
Details in technicalreport/publication.

3 Operative
sub-task:
results to be presented/
demonstrated for the
industrial demonstrator
4 Linkage with unloading 1.2 Object
phase/ sub-phase of acquisition
industrial demonstrator
5 Benchmarks
for the
industrial demonstrator
(for each one please
state also the measuring
procedure)
6 Operative
sub-task:

database

MS4
MS5
4.1M4_Object
Database 4.1M5_Object
Database
Refinement
Refinement
 Extraction of more
 Updating the data-base
features for each objects,
with physical properties of
especially geometric and
the objects necessary for
combined visualanticipation and
geometric.
adaptation (Tasks 4.4,
4.5).
 Annotating objectmodels with
handles/escapes for
grasping.

model 1.2 Object
acquisition

database

model 1.2 Object
acquisition

database

model
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results to be presented/
demonstrated for the
advanced demonstrator
7 Linkage with unloading 1.2 Object
phase/ sub-phase of acquisition
advanced demonstrator
8 Benchmarks
for the
advanced demonstrator
(for each one please
state also the measuring
procedure)

database

model 1.2 Object
acquisition

database

model 1.2 Object
acquisition

database

model
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Institution: JACOBS
Task number: 4.2
Task title: Tracking Object Dynamics
Task type: disciplinary/operative
MS3
1 Sub-task Title
2 Disciplinary sub-task: result to
be presented in review
meeting
3 Operative sub-task: results to
be presented/ demonstrated
for the industrial demonstrator
4 Linkage
with
unloading
phase/ sub-phase of industrial
demonstrator
5 Benchmarks for the industrial
demonstrator (for each one
please
state
also
the
measuring procedure)

MS4
4.2M4_Visual Tracking


MS5
4.2M5_Visual
and
tracking

Visual tracking of
objects of interest
identified by objectrecognition.


2.3 Object Tracking

Fast visual and geometric
pose-tracking of objects of
interest.
2.3 Object Tracking






6 Operative sub-task: results to
be presented/ demonstrated
for
the
advanced
demonstrator

geometric




Time per frame for single
object tracking.
Scalability w.r.t. the
number of objects being
tracked.
Robustness of tracking
w.r.t. deformation and
occlusion.
Precision of tracking
Fast visual and geometric
pose-tracking of objects of
interest.
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7 Linkage
with
unloading
phase/
sub-phase
of
advanced demonstrator
8 Benchmarks
for
the
advanced demonstrator (for
each one please state also
the measuring procedure)

2.3 Object Tracking

2.3 Object Tracking








Time per frame for single
object tracking.
Scalability w.r.t. the
number of objects being
tracked.
Robustness of tracking
w.r.t. deformation and
occlusion.
Precision of tracking
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Institution: JACOBS
Task number: 4.3
Task title: Integration in a Dynamic Semantic Map
Task type: operative
MS3

MS4
MS5
4.3M3_Map
data-structure 4.3M4_Extension of S-Map for 4.3M5_Extension of S-Map to
construction and object query- providing
geometric details handle dynamic and unknown
answering agent
necessary for grasping
objects.

1 Sub-task Title

2 Disciplinary sub-task:
result
to
be
presented in review
meeting
3 Operative sub-task:
results
to
be
presented/
demonstrated for the
industrial
demonstrator

Maintenance of poses and
 Identification and
 Identification and
geometry of recognized
maintenance of the mockmaintenance of the
sacks.
up container frame relative
container frame relative to
to the robot-frame.
the robot-frame.
 Handling object-pose
queries in various
 Periodic improvement of
 Maintaining
coordinate frames.
map consistency by refining
representations for
object-pose estimates.
dynamic and unknown
 Identifying the top-sacks.
objects
 Providing suitable free Providing obstaclespace representation for
 Connection to the
information for basic
enabling detailed motion
anticipation module.
trajectory planning for
planning
and
unloading.
unloading the top-sack.
with 2.1
Object-Localization
in 2.1 Object-Localization in Semantic 2.1
Object-Localization
in
phase/ Semantic 3D Map
3D Map
Semantic 3D Map
of

4 Linkage
unloading
sub-phase
industrial
demonstrator
5 Benchmarks for the
industrial






Map update-rate.
Scalability w.r.t.




Map update-rate.
Scalability w.r.t. number




Map update-rate.
Scalability w.r.t.
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demonstrator
(for
each one please
state
also
the
measuring
procedure)
6 Operative sub-task:
results
to
be
presented/
demonstrated for the
advanced
demonstrator






number of objects.
Map accuracy and
internal consistency.





number of objects.
Map accuracy and
internal consistency.

Identification and
 Identification and
maintenance of the mockmaintenance of the
up container frame relative
container frame relative to
to the robot-frame.
the robot-frame.
 Periodic improvement of
 Maintaining
map consistency by refining
representations for
object-pose estimates.
dynamic and unknown
objects
 Providing suitable freespace representation for
enabling detailed motion
planning and grasping.
in 2.1 Object-Localization in Semantic 2.1
Object-Localization
in
3D Map
Semantic 3D Map

Maintenance of poses of
recognized known objects.
Handling object-pose
queries in various
coordinate frames.

7 Linkage
with 2.1
Object-Localization
unloading
phase/ Semantic 3D Map
sub-phase
of
advanced
demonstrator
8 Benchmarks for the
 Map update-rate.
advanced
 Scalability w.r.t.
demonstrator
(for
number of objects.
each one please
 Map accuracy and
state
also
the
internal consistency.
measuring
procedure)

of objects.
Map accuracy and
internal consistency.







Map update-rate.
Scalability w.r.t. number
of objects.
Map accuracy and
internal consistency.





Map update-rate.
Scalability w.r.t.
number of objects.
Map accuracy and
internal consistency.
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Institution: JACOBS
Task number: 4.4
Task title: Predictive Modeling (Anticipation) of Planned Actions
Task type: operative
MS3
1 Sub-task Title
2 Disciplinary sub-task: result
to be presented in review
meeting
3 Operative sub-task: results
to
be
presented/
demonstrated
for
the
industrial demonstrator
4 Linkage
with
unloading
phase/
sub-phase
of
industrial demonstrator
5 Benchmarks
for
the
industrial demonstrator (for
each one please state also
the measuring procedure)
6 Operative sub-task: results
to
be
presented/
demonstrated
for
the
advanced demonstrator
7 Linkage
with
unloading
phase/
sub-phase
of
advanced demonstrator
8 Benchmarks
for
the
advanced demonstrator (for

MS4

MS5
4.4M5_ Physics Simulation Using Sematic
Map and Known Object Properties

Simulation of the scene-model using a
physics engine.

2.4 Predictive modeling, anticipation and
learning



Fidelity of the simulation to reality.
Computation speed.

Simulation of the scene-model using a
physics engine.

2.4 Predictive modeling, anticipation and
learning



Fidelity of the simulation to reality.
Computation speed.
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each one please state also
the measuring procedure)
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Institution: JACOBS
Task number: 4.5
Task title: Adaptation of the Modeling/Anticipation through Experience
Task type: operative
MS3
1

Sub-task Title

2

Disciplinary sub-task: result to be
presented in review meeting
Operative sub-task: results to be
presented/
demonstrated
for
the
industrial demonstrator

3

4
5

6

7
8

Linkage with unloading phase/ subphase of industrial demonstrator
Benchmarks
for
the
industrial
demonstrator (for each one please state
also the measuring procedure)
Operative sub-task: results to be
presented/
demonstrated
for
the
advanced demonstrator
Linkage with unloading phase/ subphase of advanced demonstrator
Benchmarks
for the advanced
demonstrator (for each one please state
also the measuring procedure)

MS4

MS5
4.5M5_ Update of Object
based on Experience

Database



Statistics of successfully grasped
objects are updated in the database
based on gripper feedback.
 The first successfully grasped sack
of the container is used to set
defaults for the whole container.
2.4 Predictive Modeling, Anticipation and
Learning
 Prediction accuracy of sack
properties like weights.


Statistics of successfully grasped
objects are updated in the database
based on gripper feedback.

2.4 Predictive Modeling, Anticipation and
Learning
 Prediction accuracy of object
properties like weights.
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Institution:
Task number:
Task title:
TaskType:

HSRT
5.1
universal inverse kinematics
disciplinary and operative

1 Sub-task Title
2 Disciplinary sub-task: result
to be presented in review
meeting
3 Operative sub-task: results to
be presented/ demonstrated
for
the
industrial
demonstrator
4 Linkage
with
unloading
phase/
sub-phase
of
industrial demonstrator
5 Benchmarks for the industrial
demonstrator (for each one
please
state
also
the
measuring procedure)
6 Operative sub-task: results to
be presented/ demonstrated
for
the
advanced
demonstrator
7 Linkage
with
unloading
phase/
sub-phase
of
advanced demonstrator

8 Benchmarks

for

MS3
Operating solution

MS5
Evaluation
Final demonstrator
Results of Evaluation of Further evaluation results and
universal inverse kinematics integration report
with 6DOF robots
Working solution with direct Working solution with direct Optional : integration of universal
formulas
for
every formulas
for
every solution into the demonstrator,
demonstrator (if not already demonstrator (if not already depending on evaluation results
existing)
existing)
 4 - Gripper positioning
 4 - Gripper positioning
 4 - Gripper positioning
 5 - Grasping Process
 5 - Grasping Process
 5 - Grasping Process




Time
Damage of goods
Damage of Hardware

Working solution with direct
formulas
for
every
demonstrator (if not already
existing)
 4- Gripper Positioning
 5- Grasping Process
 6- Handling until rel.
Point
 8- Home positioning
the
 Time

MS4





Time
Damage of goods
Damage of Hardware





Time
Damage of goods
Damage of Hardware

Working solution with direct Optional : integration of universal
formulas
for
every solution into the demonstrator,
demonstrator (if not already depending on evaluation results
existing)
 4- Gripper Positioning
 4- Gripper Positioning
 5- Grasping Process
 5- Grasping Process
 6- Handling until rel.
 6- Handling until rel. Point
Point
 8- Home positioning
 8- Home positioning
 Time
 Time
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advanced demonstrator (for
each one please state also
the measuring procedure)




Damage of goods
Damage of Hardware




Damage of goods
Damage of Hardware




Damage of goods
Damage of Hardware
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Institution: BIBA
Task number: 5.2
Task title: Motion Planning and collision avoidance in a 3D dynamic environment
Task type: operative

1 Sub-task Title

2 Disciplinary sub-task: result to
be presented in review meeting
3 Operative sub-task: results to
be presented/ demonstrated for
the industrial demonstrator

MS3
5.2M3_Collision
trajectory




MS4
MS5
free 5.2M4_Collision free trajectory 5.2M5_Collision free trajectory and
and
physical
collision physical collision detection with
detection
imminent collision avoidance

Trajectory
planning
Collision free
trajectory

4 Linkage with unloading phase/ 4 – Gripper positioning
sub-phase
of
industrial
demonstrator
5 Benchmarks for the industrial
 Time
demonstrator (for each one
 Robustness
please
state
also
the
 Damage of goods
measuring procedure)
 Damage of the
6 Operative sub-task: results to
be presented/ demonstrated for
the advanced demonstrator




hardware
Trajectory
planning
Collision free
trajectory





Trajectory planning
Collision free trajectory
Physical collision
detection

4 – Gripper positioning









Time
Robustness
Damage of goods
Damage of the
hardware
Trajectory planning
Collision free trajectory
Physical collision
detection






Trajectory planning
Collision free trajectory
Physical collision detection
Imminent collision avoidance

4 – Gripper positioning






Time
Robustness
Damage of goods
Damage of the hardware






Trajectory planning
Collision free trajectory
Physical collision detection
Imminent collision avoidance

7 Linkage with unloading phase/ 4 – Gripper positioning
4 – Gripper positioning
4 – Gripper positioning
sub-phase
of
advanced 6 – Handling until 6 – Handling until releasing 6 – Handling until releasing point
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demonstrator

releasing point
8 – Home positioning
8 Benchmarks for the advanced
 Time
demonstrator (for each one
 Robustness
please
state
also
the
 Damage of goods
measuring procedure)
 Damage of the
hardware

point
8 – Home positioning
 Time
 Robustness
 Damage of goods
 Damage of the
hardware

8 – Home positioning





Time
Robustness
Damage of goods
Damage of the hardware
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Institution: JACOBS
Task number: 5.3
Task title: Visualization of the Dynamic 3D Map with Semantics
Task type: operative

1

Sub-task Title

2

Disciplinary sub-task: result
to be presented in review
meeting
Operative sub-task: results
to
be
presented/
demonstrated
for
the
industrial demonstrator

3

4

5

6

MS3
5.3M3_Visualization
Semantic Map



of

MS4
MS5
Basic 5.3M4_Extended Visualization 5.3M5_Semantic Map with
of Semantic Map
Integrated Physics Simulation
Visualization

Recognized sacks
are visualized as
bounded surfaces,
with target sacks
highlighted.



Additional useful
semantic information
about the scene is
visualized.



Unknown and
dynamic objects
are shown.

Linkage with unloading 2.2 Visualization of Semantic 3D 2.2 Visualization of Semantic 3D 2.2 Visualization of Semantic
phase/
sub-phase
of Map
Map
3D Map , 2.4 Predictive
industrial demonstrator
Modeling, Anticipation and
Learning
Benchmarks
for the
 User-friendliness and
 User-friendliness and
 User-friendliness
industrial demonstrator (for
intuitiveness.
intuitiveness.
and intuitiveness.
each one please state also
the measuring procedure)
Operative sub-task: results
 Recognized objects
 Additional useful
 Unknown and
to
be
presented/
are visualized as
semantic information
dynamic objects
demonstrated
for
the
meshes with objectabout the scene is
are shown.
advanced demonstrator
type labels and other
visualized.
information.
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7

8

Linkage with unloading 2.2 Visualization of Semantic 3D 2.2 Visualization of Semantic 3D 2.2 Visualization of Semantic
phase/
sub-phase
of Map
Map
3D Map , 2.4 Predictive
advanced demonstrator
Modeling, Anticipation and
Learning
Benchmarks
for the
 User-friendliness and
 User-friendliness and
 User-friendliness
advanced demonstrator (for
intuitiveness.
intuitiveness.
and intuitiveness.
each one please state also
the measuring procedure)
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Institution: ORU
Task number: 5.4
Task title: Hybrid Automatic Planner
Task type: disciplinary/operative
MS3
1 Sub-task Title
Mixed symbolic and nonsymbolic representation of the
environment
2 Disciplinary sub-task: result to be A publication about mixed
presented in review meeting
symbolic and non-symbolic
representation of the
environment
3 Operative sub-task: results to be
presented/ demonstrated for the
industrial demonstrator

MS4
Hybrid planner without
considering uncertainty

MS5
Hybrid planner
considering uncertainty

A sequence of the unloading
actions

•
A sequence of the
unloading actions

4 Linkage with unloading phase/ sub- Phase 3 – Planner decision
phase of industrial demonstrator
(3.1)
5 Benchmarks
for the industrial
demonstrator (for each one please
state also the measuring procedure)
6 Operative sub-task: results to be
presented/ demonstrated for the
advanced demonstrator

Phase 3 – Planner decision
(3.2)
Planning time
Robustness (correct order of
actions)
A sequence of the unloading
actions

7 Linkage with unloading phase/ sub- Phase 3 – Planner decision
phase of advanced demonstrator
(3.1)
8 Benchmarks
for the advanced
demonstrator (for each one please

Phase 3 – Planner decision
(3.2)
Planning time
Robustness (correct order of

•
uncertainty is
considered
Phase 3 – Planner
decision (3.3)
Planning time
Robustness (correct order
of actions)
•
A sequence of the
unloading actions
•
uncertainty is
considered
Phase 3 – Planner
decision (3.3)
Planning time
Robustness (correct order
114

state also the measuring procedure)

actions)

of actions)
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Institution: JACOBS, BIBA
Task number: 5.5
Task title: Representation and Deliberation of Task Specifications.
Task type: operative

1
2

3

4

MS3
5.5M3_Emergency Stop

Sub-task Title
Disciplinary sub-task: result
to be presented in review
meeting
Operative sub-task: results The user can override the
to
be
presented/ lower-level control to make an
demonstrated
for
the emergency stop.
industrial demonstrator
Linkage with unloading 8. Home positioning
phase/
sub-phase
of
industrial demonstrator

MS4
5.5M4_Confirm_Scene_Information

MS5

The user can confirm or correct the
initially determined type of sacks
present in the scene, along with
their properties like grasp-points,
and possible unload-sequences.
1.2 Object DB
1.4 Object Recognition
3 Planner decision

5

Benchmarks
for the System response-time.
industrial demonstrator (for
each one please state also
the measuring procedure)

6

Operative sub-task: results The user can override the
to
be
presented/ lower-level control to make an
demonstrated
for
the emergency stop.
advanced demonstrator

7

Linkage
phase/

with unloading 8. Home positioning
sub-phase
of
116

advanced demonstrator
8

Benchmarks
for the System response-time.
advanced demonstrator (for
each one please state also
the measuring procedure)
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Institution: BIBA
Task number: 5.6
Task title: Development of a global System Surveillance Tool
Task type: Disciplinary and Operative

1

Sub-task Title

2

Disciplinary sub-task: result
to be presented in review
meeting

3

Operative sub-task: results
to
be
presented/
demonstrated
for
the
industrial demonstrator

4

Linkage with unloading
phase/
sub-phase
of
industrial demonstrator

MS3
MS4
MS5
Development of a global System Development of a global System Development of a global
Surveillance Tool for MS3
Surveillance Tool for MS4
System Surveillance Tool
MS5
Results won’t be final but Results won’t be final but
enlarged during development enlarged during development
phase
of
the phase
of
the
system/subsystems
system/subsystems
 Definition of the intended
 Definition of the intended
functionalities for the
functionalities for the
user interface
user interface
 Definition of the relevant
 Definition of the relevant
information given by the
information given by the
subsystems
subsystems
 List of further
developments
Movement
of
the
drives Remote maintenance for
controlled manually by using an software components (robot
intuitive tracking device
program
and
cognitive
control)
Remote control for robot and
gripper hardware movements
Camera monitored workspace
All phases
All phases
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5

6

7

8

Benchmarks
for the
industrial demonstrator (for
each one please state also
the measuring procedure)
Operative sub-task: results
to
be
presented/
demonstrated
for
the
advanced demonstrator

-

Movement
of
the
drives
controlled manually by using an
intuitive tracking device

Movement in world x-,y- and z- No Benchmarks
coordinates possible

Remote
maintenance
for
software components (robot
program and cognitive control)
Remote control for robot and
gripper hardware movements
Camera monitored workspace
(stereoscopic)
All phases

Linkage with unloading All phases
phase/
sub-phase
of
advanced demonstrator
Benchmarks
for the Movement in world x-,y- and z- No Benchmarks
advanced demonstrator (for coordinates possible
each one please state also
the measuring procedure)
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Institution: JACOBS
Task number: 5.7
Task title: User interface for entering task specifications
Task type: operative
MS3
1

Sub-task Title

2

Disciplinary sub-task: result
to be presented in review
meeting
Operative sub-task: results
to
be
presented/
demonstrated
for
the
industrial demonstrator

3

MS4

MS5
5.7M5_Visualization of Current and Predicted
System State





4

5

6

Linkage with unloading
phase/
sub-phase
of
industrial demonstrator
Benchmarks
for the
industrial demonstrator (for
each one please state also
the measuring procedure)
Operative sub-task: results
to
be
presented/
demonstrated
for
the
advanced demonstrator

The overall planned motion can be
visualized.
System parameters can be updated by
the operator.
Effects of planned actions can be
visualized using physics simulation.

2.4 Predictive Modeling, Anticipation and
Learning,
3 Planner decision
 User-friendliness and intuitiveness.





The overall planned motion can be
visualized.
System parameters can be updated by
the operator.
Effects of planned actions can be
visualized using physics simulation.
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7

8

Linkage with unloading
phase/
sub-phase
of
advanced demonstrator
Benchmarks
for the
advanced demonstrator (for
each one please state also
the measuring procedure)

2.4 Predictive Modeling, Anticipation and
Learning,
3 Planner decision
 User-friendliness and intuitiveness.
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Institution: HSRT
Task number: 5.8
Task title: Set up and tests in sub scenario
Task type: operative

MS3
1

Sub-task Title

2

Disciplinary sub-task: result to be
presented in review meeting
Operative sub-task: results to be
presented/ demonstrated for the
industrial demonstrator
Linkage with unloading phase/
sub-phase
of
industrial
demonstrator
Benchmarks for the industrial
demonstrator (for each one
please state also the measuring
procedure)
Operative sub-task: results to be
presented/ demonstrated for the
advanced demonstrator
Linkage with unloading phase/ )
sub-phase
of
advanced
demonstrator

3

4

5

6

7

8

Benchmarks for the advanced
demonstrator (for each one
please state also the measuring
procedure)

MS4

MS5

Set up and tests in sub
scenario

Evaluation results, if developed inverse kinematic is
able to realize the motion planning of 2 different
robot-kinematics
 4 - Gripper positioning
 5 - Grasping Process




Time
Damage of goods
Damage of Hardware

Evaluation results, if developed inverse kinematic is
able to realize the motion planning of 2 different
robot-kinematics
 4- Gripper Positioning
 5- Grasping Process
 6- Handling until rel. Point
 8- Home positioning
 Time
 Damage of goods
 Damage of Hardware
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Institution: BIBA
Task number: 6.1
Task title: Interface definition
Task type: Disciplinary
MS3
1
2

Sub-task Title
Disciplinary sub-task: result to be presented
in review meeting

3

Operative sub-task: results to be presented/
demonstrated for the industrial demonstrator
Linkage with unloading phase/ sub-phase of
industrial demonstrator
Benchmarks for the industrial demonstrator
(for each one please state also the
measuring procedure)
Operative sub-task: results to be presented/
demonstrated for the advanced demonstrator
Linkage with unloading phase/ sub-phase of
advanced demonstrator
Benchmarks for the advanced demonstrator
(for each one please state also the
measuring procedure)

4
5

6
7
8



Manual of
interfaces
(Revision 2)

MS4


Manual of
interfaces
(Revision 3)

MS5


Manual of
interfaces
(Revision 4)
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Institution: ORU
Task number: 6.2
Task title: Programming of the middleware
Task type: Disciplinary

1 Sub-task Title

MS3
6.2M3_Programming
middleware

of

MS4
the 6.2M4_Programming
middleware
–
adaptation

2 Disciplinary sub-task: result to be
presented in review meeting
3 Operative sub-task: results to be Modules for communication between
presented/ demonstrated for the industrial the active conveyor platform and the
demonstrator
high-level control software, definition
of appropriate messages, topics and
services.
4 Linkage with unloading phase/ sub-phase Phase 4 Gripper positioning
of industrial demonstrator
5 Benchmarks
for
the
industrial
 high-level commands from
demonstrator (for each one please state
the cognitive architecture can
also the measuring procedure)
be relayed to and executed
by the robot
6 Operative sub-task: results to be Modules for communication between
presented/
demonstrated
for
the the parcel robot + active conveyor
advanced demonstrator
platform and the high-level control
software, definition of appropriate
messages, topics and services.
7 Linkage with unloading phase/ sub-phase Phase 4 Gripper positioning
of advanced demonstrator
Phase 6 Handling until releasing
point

MS5
of
the
Empticon

Modules
for
communication
between the Empticon platform
and
the
high-level
control
software, definition of appropriate
messages, topics and services.
--

high-level commands from
the cognitive architecture
can be relayed to and
executed by the robot

---

-----

---

---

---

---
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8 Benchmarks
for
the
advanced
demonstrator (for each one please state
also the measuring procedure)



high-level commands from
the cognitive architecture can
be relayed to and executed
by the robot

---

---
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Institution: BIBA
Task number: 6.3
Task title: Monitoring of the development
Task type: Disciplinary

1
2

3

4
5

6

7
8

MS3
MS4
MS5
Sub-task Title
Continuous monitoring of the Continuous monitoring of the Continuous monitoring of the
development
development
development
Disciplinary sub-task: result to be
 List with meetings and
 List with meetings and
 List with meetings
presented in review meeting
conferences
conferences
and conferences
 Test protocols
 Test protocols
 Test protocols
Operative sub-task: results to be
presented/ demonstrated for the
industrial demonstrator
Linkage with unloading phase/ subphase of industrial demonstrator
Benchmarks
for the industrial
demonstrator (for each one please
state
also
the
measuring
procedure)
Operative sub-task: results to be
presented/ demonstrated for the
advanced demonstrator
Linkage with unloading phase/ subphase of advanced demonstrator
Benchmarks
for the advanced
demonstrator (for each one please
state
also
the
measuring
procedure)
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Institution: BIBA
Task number: 6.4
Task title: Integration of the subsystems
Task type: Operative

1
2

3

4

5

MS3
Integration for M3

Sub-task Title
Disciplinary sub-task: result
to be presented in review
meeting
Operative sub-task: results Mechanical integration
to
be
presented/
 Needle rolls
demonstrated
for
the
 Sensors (Laser
industrial demonstrator
Scanner+Kinect)
 Active Conveyor
Electrical integration
 Needle rolls
 Sensors (Laser
Scanner+Kinect)
 Active Conveyor
Software integration
 Network configuration

Linkage with unloading All Phases
phase/
sub-phase
of
industrial demonstrator
Benchmarks
for the No benchmark possible
industrial demonstrator (for
each one please state also

MS4
Integration for M4

MS5
Integration for M5

Mechanical integration
 Needle rolls
 Needle gripper
 Sensors (Laser
Scanner+Kinect)
 Empticon
Electrical integration
 Needle rolls
 Needle gripper
 Sensors (Laser
Scanner+Kinect)
 Empticon
Software integration
 Network configuration

Mechanical integration
 Needle finger
 Sensors (Laser
Scanner+Kinect)
 Reinforced Empticon
Electrical integration
 Needle finger
 Sensors (Laser
Scanner+Kinect)
 Reinforced Empticon
Software integration
 Network configuration

All Phases

All Phases

No benchmark possible

No benchmark possible
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6

7

8

the measuring procedure)
Operative sub-task: results Mechanical integration
to
be
presented/
 Velvet fingers
demonstrated
for
the
 Sensors (Laser
advanced demonstrator
Scanner+Kinect)
 Active Conveyor
 Parcel Robot
Electrical integration
 Velvet fingers
 Sensors (Laser
Scanner+Kinect)
 Active Conveyor
 Parcel Robot
Software integration
 Network configuration
Linkage with unloading All Phases
phase/
sub-phase
of
advanced demonstrator
Benchmarks
for the No benchmark possible
advanced demonstrator (for
each one please state also
the measuring procedure)

Mechanical integration
 Velvet fingers
 Sensors (Laser
Scanner+Kinect)
 Active Conveyor
 Parcel Robot
Electrical integration
 Velvet fingers
 Sensors (Laser
Scanner+Kinect)
 Active Conveyor
 Parcel Robot
Software integration
 Network configuration

Mechanical integration
 Velvet fingers
 Sensors (Laser
Scanner+Kinect)
 Active Conveyor
 Parcel Robot
Electrical integration
 Velvet fingers
 Sensors (Laser
Scanner+Kinect)
 Active Conveyor
 Parcel Robot
Software integration
 Network configuration

All Phases

All Phases

No benchmark possible

No benchmark possible
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Institution: BIBA
Task number: 6.5
Task title: Programming of robot
Task type: Operative

1 Sub-task Title
2 Disciplinary sub-task: result to
be presented in review
meeting
3 Operative sub-task: results to
be presented/ demonstrated
for the industrial demonstrator
4 Linkage
with
unloading
phase/
sub-phase
of
industrial demonstrator
5 Benchmarks for the industrial
demonstrator (for each one
please
state
also
the
measuring procedure)
6 Operative sub-task: results to
be presented/ demonstrated
for
the
advanced
demonstrator
7 Linkage
with
unloading
phase/
sub-phase
of
advanced demonstrator
8 Benchmarks
for
the
advanced demonstrator (for
each one please state also
the measuring procedure)

MS3
Programming of robot for MS3



Programmed Active
Conveyor for MS3

MS4
Programming of robot for MS4



Programmed Empticon
for MS4

MS5
Programming of robot for MS5



Programmed Reinforced
Empticon for MS5

All Phases

All Phases

All Phases

No benchmark possible

No benchmark possible

No benchmark possible



Programmed Active
Conveyor and
ParcelRobot for MS3



Programmed Active
Conveyor and
ParcelRobot for MS4



Programmed Active
Conveyor and
ParcelRobot for MS5

All Phases

All Phases

All Phases

No benchmark possible

No benchmark possible

No benchmark possible
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Institution: BIBA
Task number: 6.6
Task title: Integration of the surveillance tool in the system
Task type: Operative

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

MS3
MS4
Sub-task Title
Integration of the surveillance Integration of the surveillance
tool in advanced demonstrator tool in systems for MS4
for MS3
Disciplinary sub-task: result
to be presented in review
meeting
Operative sub-task: results
Global System Surveillance Tool
to
be
presented/
integrated in MS4 industrial
demonstrated
for
the
demonstrator
industrial demonstrator
Linkage with unloading
All phases
phase/
sub-phase
of
industrial demonstrator
Benchmarks
for the
No Benchmark possible
industrial demonstrator (for
each one please state also
the measuring procedure)
Operative sub-task: results Global System Surveillance Tool Global System Surveillance Tool
to
be
presented/ integrated in MS3 advanced integrated in MS4 advanced
demonstrated
for
the demonstrator
demonstrator
advanced demonstrator
Linkage with unloading All phases
All phases
phase/
sub-phase
of
advanced demonstrator
Benchmarks
for the No Benchmark possible
No Benchmark possible

MS5
Integration of the surveillance
tool in system for MS5
-

Global System Surveillance
Tool integrated in MS5
industrial demonstrator
All phases

No Benchmark possible

Global System Surveillance
Tool integrated in MS5
advanced demonstrator
All phases

No Benchmark possible
130

advanced demonstrator (for
each one please state also
the measuring procedure)
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Institution: BIBA
Task number: 6.7
Task title: Operating & Laboratory test
Task type: Operative

1

Sub-task Title

2

Disciplinary sub-task: result
to be presented in review
meeting
Operative sub-task: results
to
be
presented/
demonstrated
for
the
industrial demonstrator
Linkage with unloading
phase/
sub-phase
of
industrial demonstrator
Benchmarks
for the
industrial demonstrator (for
each one please state also
the measuring procedure)
Operative sub-task: results
to
be
presented/
demonstrated
for
the
advanced demonstrator
Linkage with unloading
phase/
sub-phase
of
advanced demonstrator
Benchmarks
for the
advanced demonstrator (for

3

4

5

6

7

8

MS3
MS4
MS5
Operating & Laboratory test for Operating & Laboratory test for Operating & Laboratory test
MS3
MS4
for MS5



Tested industrial
demonstrator for MS3



Tested industrial
demonstrator for MS4



Tested industrial
demonstrator for MS5

All Phases

All Phases

All Phases

No benchmark possible

No benchmark possible

No benchmark possible



Tested advanced
demonstrator for MS3



Tested advanced
demonstrator for MS4



Tested advanced
demonstrator for MS5

All Phases

All Phases

All Phases

No benchmark possible

No benchmark possible

No benchmark possible

132

each one please state also
the measuring procedure)

133

Institution: Qubiqa
Task number: 6.8
Task title: Integration at the end-users site
Task type: operative
MS3
1

Sub-task Title

2

Disciplinary sub-task: result to be
presented in review meeting
Operative sub-task: results to be
presented/ demonstrated for the
industrial demonstrator

3

4
5

6

7
8

Linkage with unloading phase/ subphase of industrial demonstrator
Benchmarks
for the industrial
demonstrator (for each one please
state
also
the
measuring
procedure)

MS4

MS5
Integration at the end-users site



Installation of Empticon and related
equipment
 Calibration of Empticon and related
equipment
 Test of Empticon and related equipment
All phases and sub-phases 1 to 8.






Time
Robustness
Damage of goods
Damage of the hardware
Costs

Operative sub-task: results to be
presented/ demonstrated for the
advanced demonstrator
Linkage with unloading phase/ subphase of advanced demonstrator
Benchmarks
for the advanced
demonstrator (for each one please
state
also
the
measuring
procedure)
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Institution: HSRT
Task number: 6.9
Task title: Test and evaluation
Task type: disciplinary
MS3
1
2

Sub-task Title
Disciplinary sub-task: result to be
presented in review meeting

3

Operative sub-task: results to be
presented/ demonstrated for the
industrial demonstrator
Linkage with unloading phase/
sub-phase
of
industrial
demonstrator
Benchmarks for the industrial
demonstrator (for each one
please state also the measuring
procedure)
Operative sub-task: results to be
presented/ demonstrated for the
advanced demonstrator
Linkage with unloading phase/
sub-phase
of
advanced
demonstrator

4

5

6

7

MS4

MS5
6.9M5_ Test and evaluation
 Evaluation of the demonstrators according to
evaluation criteria in MS5 (working/not working)
 Measurements according to the established
benchmarks (numbers)
 Tracking of performances of the system
throughout the milestones
 OUTPUT IN DELIVERABLE 6.4_Report of test
and evaluation

135

8

Benchmarks for the advanced
demonstrator (for each one
please state also the measuring
procedure)
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Institution: HSRT
Task number: 7.1
Task title: RobLog Website
Task type: disciplinary

1
2

3

4

5

MS3
MS4
MS5
Sub-task Title
7.1.1M3_RobLog
website
redesign- 7.1.2M4_
RobLog 7.1.2M5_
RobLog
evaluation
website up-to-date info website up-to-date info
Disciplinary sub-task: result to be
 Evaluate current website: overview
 Keep tabs up Keep tabs up-topresented in review meeting
of what works, what does not.
to-date:
date:
o Events
o Events
 Suggest appropriate content as
o
Publicati
o Publicatio
related to RobLog project
ons
ns
 Gather creative elements:
o Clean logos from partners
o Animated footage of robot
o Animate PM chart, make
dynamic
 Rewrite Project Objective with
more captivating language.
 Publications/learning feature?
Denote ability to ask questions via
email to HSRT
Operative sub-task: results to be
presented/ demonstrated for the
industrial demonstrator
Linkage with unloading phase/
sub-phase
of
industrial
demonstrator
Benchmarks
for the industrial
demonstrator (for each one please
state
also
the
measuring
137

procedure)
6 Operative sub-task: results to be
presented/ demonstrated for the
advanced demonstrator
7 Linkage with unloading phase/
sub-phase
of
advanced
demonstrator
8 Benchmarks for the advanced
demonstrator (for each one please
state
also
the
measuring
procedure)
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Institution: HSRT
Task number: 7.2
Task title: RobLog PR
Task type: disciplinary

1
2

3

4

5

6

MS3
Sub-task Title
7.2.2M3_ RobLog PR 2013
Disciplinary sub-task: result
 Research translators for
to be presented in review
publishing of PR material
meeting
 Publish PR materials of
mid-term results in all
appropriate language (
English and the
languages of the
partners: Danish, Italian,
German, Swedish)
 Publish on the RobLog
website
Operative sub-task: results
to
be
presented/
demonstrated
for
the
industrial demonstrator
Linkage with unloading
phase/
sub-phase
of
industrial demonstrator
Benchmarks
for the
industrial demonstrator (for
each one please state also
the measuring procedure)
Operative sub-task: results
to
be
presented/

MS4
7.2.3M4_ RobLog PR 2014
 Collect information about
immediate results and
publish newsletter/info
on the website

MS5
7.2.4M5_ RobLog PR 2015
 Collect information
about immediate
results and publish
newsletter/info on the
website
 Design and publish
brochure proving final
results in all
appropriate languages
 Publish on the RobLog
website

139

7

8

demonstrated
for
the
advanced demonstrator
Linkage with unloading
phase/
sub-phase
of
advanced demonstrator
Benchmarks
for the
advanced demonstrator (for
each one please state also
the measuring procedure)
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Institution: HSRT
Task number: 7.3
Task title: RobLog Publications of Technical and Specialized Articles
Task type: disciplinary

1
2

3

4

5

6

7

MS3
MS4
MS5
Sub-task Title
7.3M3_RobLog communications 7.3M4_RobLog
external 7.3M5_RobLog
external
links
communications outreach
communications outreach
Disciplinary sub-task: result
 Update website with
 Compilation of work up Compilation of work
to be presented in review
current publications and
to-date for publication
up-to-date for
meeting
respective links
publication
 Link relevant published
o FB page
articles to project on the
 Link relevant published
o Linked page
RobLog website
articles to project on
 University partners
the RobLog website
Operative sub-task: results
to
be
presented/
demonstrated
for
the
industrial demonstrator
Linkage with unloading
phase/
sub-phase
of
industrial demonstrator
Benchmarks
for the
industrial demonstrator (for
each one please state also
the measuring procedure)
Operative sub-task: results
to
be
presented/
demonstrated
for
the
advanced demonstrator
Linkage with unloading
phase/
sub-phase
of
141

8

advanced demonstrator
Benchmarks
for the
advanced demonstrator (for
each one please state also
the measuring procedure)
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Institution: HSRT
Task number: 7.4
Task title: RobLog Conferences, Seminars and Workshops
Task type: disciplinary

1
2

3

4

5

6

7

MS3
MS4
MS5
Sub-task Title
7.4M3_RobLog
Conferences 7.4M4_RobLog
Conferences 7.4M5_ RobLog Conferences
and Seminars – 2013
and Seminars – 2014
and Seminars – 2015
Disciplinary sub-task: result
 Attend appropriate
 Attend appropriate
 Attend appropriate
to be presented in review
conferences and
conferences and
conferences and
meeting
seminars
seminars TBD
seminars TBD
 Publish website with all
 Publish website with all
 Publish website with
updated material.
updated material.
all updated material.
 Conduct workshop
with final results
Operative sub-task: results
to
be
presented/
demonstrated
for
the
industrial demonstrator
Linkage with unloading
phase/
sub-phase
of
industrial demonstrator
Benchmarks
for the
industrial demonstrator (for
each one please state also
the measuring procedure)
Operative sub-task: results
to
be
presented/
demonstrated
for
the
advanced demonstrator
Linkage with unloading
143

8

phase/
sub-phase
of
advanced demonstrator
Benchmarks
for the
advanced demonstrator (for
each one please state also
the measuring procedure)
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Institution: HSRT
Task number: 7.5
Task title: RobLog Fairs
Task type: disciplinary

1

Sub-task Title

2

Disciplinary sub-task: result to be presented
in review meeting

3

Operative sub-task: results to be presented/
demonstrated for the industrial demonstrator
Linkage with unloading phase/ sub-phase of
industrial demonstrator
Benchmarks for the industrial demonstrator
(for each one please state also the
measuring procedure)
Operative sub-task: results to be presented/
demonstrated for the advanced demonstrator
Linkage with unloading phase/ sub-phase of
advanced demonstrator
Benchmarks for the advanced demonstrator
(for each one please state also the
measuring procedure)

4
5

6
7
8

MS3
7.5M3_RobLog
communications


MS4
MS5
external 7.5M4_RobLog external 7.5M5_
RobLog
communications
external
communications
Extend marketing
 Exhibition
 Exhibition
efforts to other
Logimat, Cemat
Logimat , Cemat
parties that would be
2014
2015
interested: robotics
forums/communicati
ons
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